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ABSTRACT

This study has attempted to examine ways in which the

teaching of the non-Western world in secondary schools can be
improved through in-service education.
The problem of the inadequate teaching of non-Western

studies in the schools was examined first.

Also discussed was

the lack of effective in-service programs in non-Western studies

for secondary social studies teachers.

The purposes and procedure

of the study were described as well as the importance and organ-

ization of the study.
A library search was then conducted to review the

literature relevant to in-service education, particularly as it

related to secondary social studies.
Through questionnaires sent to social studies department

chairmen and curriculum coordinators, the nature and extent of

non-Western studies taught in the secondary schools of Massachusetts
were determined.
Some of the newest and most innovative materials,

which are oriented toward the teaching of the non-Western world in

secondary school, we re next described and
evaluated,
eluded were multi-disciplinary social studies

In-

and inter-

disciplinary humanities materials which have received
enthusiastic acceptance by teachers.

In addition, resource

Slides, which help to direct teachers to materials, resources

and approaches in teaching about the non-Westem world were

described and evaluated.

Locations where teachers can

send for resource materials were also included.

Research was then conducted to determine the
effectiveness of some of the major efforts in providing inservice education in non-Western studies.
In general, few of the programs changed, very
much, the way teachers conducted themselves in their class-

rooms .
A model in-service program was then designed which
would, hopefully, provide the means for teachers to improve

their teaching in non-Western studies.
Two kinds of recommendations were made as

of the study.

a

result

First, recommendations were made relevant to

the model in-service program and included the need to expand
the use of the model, to vary the time sequence, to modify

according to local needs and develop other models along similar
lines.

Second, recommendations were made for further research

in the teaching of non-Western studies, especially as it

relates to ethnic studies and individualized instruction.
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CHAPTER

I

Introduction to the Problem
General Problem
The current situation regarding the teaching of non-

Western studies
factory one.

in the secondary schools is not a satis-

While there have been repeated attempts to

internationalize the curriculum, educators continue to
bemoan the inadequate treatment of the non-Western world
in the schools.

New teachers and experienced teachers,

alike, find themselves ill-prepared to provide an inter-

national dimension to their classrooms;^ and research
shows that schools of education around the country are

doing little to improve this situation.

4

Various rationale have been given for studying the

non-Western world.

One often stated reason is to broaden

the students* knowledge and background of all areas of the

world.

Another purpose is to help students perceive the

•'wholeness" of the earth and its inhabitants as we become

^For purposes of this study, non-Western refers to the
areas of Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle East.

^For example see Harold Taylor, The World and the
The Preparation of Teachers in the Field
American Teacher
of World Affairs (Washington, D.C.i The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1968).
.

^

4

Ibid

.

,

p.

3.

Ibid., p. 37.
1

2
5

"riders on the earth together."

J. Robert Oppenheimer,

speaking at Columbia University, New York in 1954 stated
The unity of knowledge, the nature of human
communities, the order of society, the order
of ideas, the very notions of society have
changed, and will not return to what they
have been in the past. What is new is not new
because it never has been before, but because
it has changed in quality ... so that the
world alters as we walk in it, so that the
years of a man's life is not some small growth
or rearrangement or moderation of what he
learned in childhood, but a great upheaval .
the global quality of the world is new; (as is)
our knowledge and sympathy with remote and diverse people, our involvement with them in
practical terms and our commitments to them
in terms of brotherhood ...
.

.

Harold Taylor has given two reasons for using an inter-

national curriculum.

One was based on moral considera-

tions and the other on quite practical grounds.

First,

he felt that those of us in the West have a moral obliga-

tion to share our accumulated knowledge and skills to help
improve the social and political lives of people in developing regions of the world.

g

5

Archibald McLeish# "A Reflection* Riders on Earth
Together, Brothers in Eternal Cold." New York Times , December 25, 1968, p. 1. On the occasion of man having circled the moon for the first time.
^Harold Taylor, op. cit ., p. 3.
7

8

Op. cit ., p. 5.

The writer is aware that this philosophy has been
abused with disastrous results in past relations with the
non-Western world. Also, in presenting those in the West
as having a moral obligation it is not to imply that others
do not have some moral obligation as well.

3

At the same time, we would be enriching our own
culture

by our association with other world cultures.

Practically,

he believes that this sharing or cooperation can help

insure that we survive along with everyone else.

This

second argument may have the greatest influence on the
West as we see our globe threatened by environmental
disasters, by wars and ethnic conflict.

An example of the more practical rationale was used
by the State of New York which was the first state to re-

quire courses dealing with Asia or Africa in their schools
Today's headlines tell the story; from all indications, they will continue to point up the imperative need for Americans to understand others
whose heritage is not Western. In almost any section of the newspaper, one sees Americans going
overseas. The various 'policing actions* in
which United States has participated since World
War II have been most frequently on Asian and
African soil. Our business interests in the
emerging nations have multiplied so greatly that
commercial enterprises must hire employees prepared for overseas travel, and the visas sought
Our government is repare usually non-Western.
resented in so many different ways that 'diplomatic service' describes a small sector indeed of the total manpower investment of the
United States abroad. Students and teachers
alike are encouraged by government as well as
foundation grants to turn their attention to
the situations and problems of the emerging
nations. Even the society columns now carry
increasing space devoted to the casual tourists
who are looking forward to the attractions of
Asia and Africa.

The University of the State of New York, The State
Education Department Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development, Albany, 1965* Social Studies Syllabus Grade 9
Asia and African Culture Studies, p. 1.
9

*

4

In each of "these areas of

"the

non-Western world* gov-

ernments have stressed the need to emerge as independent
societies, which not only have pride in their heritage but
seek ways to achieve a national identity.
To understand Africa and Asia, a Westerner^ needs to

know and understand about the dynamic nature of these continents.

He must understand the pre-colonial cultures and

traditional value systems, the nature and extent of the

transition these cultures are undergoing, the effects of

Western involvement and domination, and the resistances
that colonial exploitation has provoked.

Westerners, like

others, take their own values and customs for granted.

Some-

one from the Western world normally must undergo a cultural

entry crisis before he becomes aware of this.

While the

Westerner might not approve values, institutions and customs
different from his own, he must be ready to sympathetically

understand them.

In order to objectively examine their

own values, Westerners must learn about non-Western ways.

Whether one subscribes to a moral or practical rationale,
there is much to be done in terms of translating this

rationale into effective programs in the schools.
For years the textbook has been the secondary teacher's
primary tool in teaching social studies. An examination
of textbooks which deal with the non-Western world, and

used in Massachusetts, was undertaken in 1970 by George
10 While there are vast differences among persons living
in the Western world, and a Nigerian civil servant in Lagos
may very well have more in common with his British counterpart in London than a New Yorker will with a farmer in France,
there exists the concept of a common historical and cultural
tradition in the term "Western” or "Westerner.” It is in
this sense that the term is used.

5

Urch, 11 who concludes that these textbooks cannot bring

about the kind of understanding desired by teachers.
The large majority of the books are Western oriented

with Western views used to explain other cultures.

Western values were held up as guideposts and the values
of non-Western people were either expressed negatively

incompletely, or not at all.

The history sections are

lists of military and diplomatic events with very little

attempt to provide an understanding of traditional life and
The author concludes that with few exceptions

values.

"the books do not contain material that is likely to help
the student to develop an understanding of the non-Western

world."

12

For example most traditional programs in the social
studies are taught in chronological order and use textbooks,
like the ones examined by Urch, which emphasize facts and

figures.

Besides not meeting the objective of providing

understanding of the non-Western world, this approach has
been unsuccessful, and teachers report that this has resulted in great numbers of students "tuning out" or

turning

off." 13

George E. Urch, "The Textbook Against the World,"
Educational Leadership , XXVII (April, 1971) » 570-71.
i:L

12

Ibid., p. 571.

^Interviews with social studies coordinators and
teachers, see Chapter III.

6

There is no way to "cover" Africa or Asia in a ten or

fifteen week course.

Also a chronological approach is not,

necessarily, the best way to gain insight into a non-Western
culture.

For one thing, knowing the chronological history

of a people will not necessarily provide an understanding

of their values and cultural achievements."^

What is needed, therefore, is a different approach, or

different approaches, to the teaching about the non-Western
world, along with interesting materials that will stimulate
students.

An approach is needed that does not rely on ex-

pository material which tries to supply all the answers for
the students.

Instead, students should be allowed to arrive

at their own conclusions by investigating a variety of

materials and resources.
Specific Problem
Teachers, as well as students, need to understand the

non-Western world, and to be able to relate the values of
other cultures to their own values.

Teachers tend to have

stereotypes of non-Western people and may be just as ethnocentric as their students.

^

If the rationale for studying

Edwin Fenton, The New Social Studies (New York* Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967 ). has argued that this
applies to all social studies taught in the schools Western
and non-Western.
l24

—

While there have been no specific studies directed
at determining the extent of teacher ethnocentrism and
stereotype thinking, a number of authors have commented
about it, e.g.» Harold Taylor, Barry K. Beyer, James Becker,
Howard Mehlinger, Leon Clark, George Urch (see Bibliography
same
In addition, those interviewed (Appendix G) express the
concern.
)

7

the non-Western world holds true for students, it should

also hold true for teachers.

In addition, teachers need to

learn how to approach the teaching of the non-Western world
so that students can gain the desired objectives.

The need

to provide better in-service programs for secondary social

studies teachers in non-Western areas is a crucial one.
The ability of schools to achieve their goal of ed-

ucating young people depends almost entirely upon the qual1^
ity of instruction rendered in each classroom.

1

To a large

degree, this quality of instruction depends upon the in-

telligence, imagination, enthusiasm and initiative of the
individual teacher.

The demands now being made upon

teachers who wish to improve the quality of instruction
in the schools make it impractical to depend solely upon

their college education.

In fact, when it comes to study-

ing about the non-Western world, a teacher's college ed-

Harold Taylor,

ucation is probably deficient.
a two-year study in 19&7

18

completed

the education of teachers in

world affairs for the American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education.

The findings showed that, through-

out the country, those students most actively involved and

16 John Dewey, The School and Society (New York*
McClure, Phillips and Company, 1900 j, pp. 113-29 » and
gs
James C. Stone & Frederick W. Schneider (Eds.), Readin
Teaching,
—
to
in the Foundations of Education, Commi tment
Volume Tl (New York? Thomas Y. Crowell Company, Inc.,
197D, P." 119.

17 Ibid.
18 Harold Taylor,

op. cit

.

8

concerned with international affairs were seldom involved
in teacher education programs, and those students
in

teacher preparation programs were seldom concerned with

world issues or international affairs.
Few teacher candidates are conscious of a wider
dimension in the role of the teacher than that
of taking the required courses in general education, an academic major almost completely devoid of non-Western studies, and practice teaching in schools where very little international
interest is evident.
He noted that only three to five percent of American teachers have taken courses which have a non-Western dimension.

This lack shows up in the schools in which agreement
on the inadequacy of non-Western studies programs is wide-

spread, particularly in secondary school.

According to a

recent survey of Ohio's 53^ accredited secondary schools
only 15 percent are providing what was termed an "adequate”

program in non-Western areas.

20

Fifty-three percent of the

schools, not providing an "adequate" non-Western studies

program, indicated that a major factor in this was a lack of

teacher interest and/or understanding as well as a scarcity
In Massachusetts the situation is somewhat

of materials.

better than Ohio.

Yet even there, considerable agreement

among social studies coordinators and department chairmen

19 Ibid

.

,

p.

37.

“^"Teaching International Affairs," New Ways (Summer,
1972), p. 8.
21 Ibid.

9

over

"the

need

"to

provide better non-Western studies programs

in this state's secondary schools is evident.

The major

inadequacy is that when teachers do teach about other cultures, they tend to do so the way they teach about their

own culture, that is, through a chronological, historical,

fact-oriented approach.

pp

Some of the major goals in studying other cultures is
to break down Western stereotypes of non-Western people,

combat ethnocentrism and help students examine other societies more objectively. 2

-^

In this way, students can ex-

amine the values and beliefs of Western and American society

more objectively and learn more about themselves.

The chron-

ological, historical, fact-oriented approach has little value

when teachers and students attempt to reach those major goals.
In order to improve the teaching of non-Western studies in
the schools better pre-service and in-service programs must
be provided,

driven the reality of thousands of secondary

social studies teachers teaching millions of students, the
major effort needs to be in in-service education.
Some attempts have been made in the past to retrain

teachers in the areas of non-Western studies.

The most

notable was a series of National Defense Education Act
(NDEA) Institutes that were conducted in the middle and

22
2

See Chapter III.

^Leon E. Clark, Through African Eves» Cu ltures in
Change , Teacher Lesson Plans (New York* Praeger Publishers,
19£>9?» p. v-vi.

10

late 1960s.

Most of these institutes and similar pro-

grams on a smaller scale had only a marginal impact in the
schools.

The main problem was that the training was

not directly related to the teachers* needs in the class-

room.

Content specialists, brought in for a day to lec-

ture to teachers, did not give the teachers anything they
could take back to their students.

Moreover, they rein-

forced, as role models, a traditional methodology that the
"New Social Studies" was trying to change.

At the same

time, such in-service programs were generally held at a

considerable distance from the participants* school systems
and were therefore never integrated into the schools*

attempts at curricular reform.

They were seen as distant

activities conducted by "experts" who had little under-

standing of the problems inherent in public school teaching.
The current need is clear*

to design and evaluate

in-service programs that grow out of the needs and current
efforts of local school systems and that are structured in
such a way that there is immediate transfer value to the

teachers* classrooms.

Such programs must take seriously the

Marshall McLuhan dictum that "The medium is the message."
If teachers are to use problem-centered, inquiry-oriented

A Pilot Study Eva luating the NDEA
(Washington, D.C.i
Summer Institute Program. Final Report .
Education and
Office of Education, Department of Health,
Welfare, 1970).
2

Voiflct Impact!

11

techniques of teaching* then these same techniques must be
used while training them.

If teachers are to use materials

designed for these approaches, then these same materials

must be used while teaching teachers.

And most important,

teachers must be allowed to teach each other with these
methods, as well as their own students, all as part of
the in-service training.

What is needed is an in-service

approach that will allow teachers to conduct their own
programs for improving the teaching of non-Western cultures

•

Purpose of the Studyl
The purpose of this study has been to investigate way?
in which non-Western studies in secondary schools can be

improved through in-service education.

Specifically,

trie

study hast
1)

determined the nature and extent of non-Western
studies in the secondary schools in Massachusetts;

2) examined and evaluated a variety of non-Western

studies materials which could be used in the classroom;
3)

examined some of the major efforts in non-Westem

studies in-service teacher education programs which
and
have taken place in the United States since I960;

in non-Western
4) developed a model in-service program

studies for secondary social studies teachers.

12

Research Procedure
The initial step was to conduct a library search

1»

to review the literature pertaining to in-service education

and to determine some basic principles of in-service education.

Also included was an appraisal of the newer concepts

relevant to the social sciences and an identification of

exemplary characteristics of in-service programs for secondary social studies teachers.
2.

Next, questionnaires were designed and sent to

social studies coordinators and department chairmen in secondary schools throughout the state of Massachusetts.

The

questionnaires were used as a means for gathering data relative to the study, and was designed to secure information

relative to the state of instruction of non-Western studies
in Massachusetts (see Appendices A, B and C).

3

.

Materials presently being used in secondary schools

were examined and evaluated which are relevant to the teaching of the non-Western world.

These materials included

books, pamphlets, filmstrips, movies and the like, and are

intended to stimulate discussion and inquiry.

The mater-

ials, for the most part, are multi-disciplinary, that is,

they contain elements of the various social sciences, and
in some cases, the materials are interdisciplinary, that is,
and
they contain elements of the social sciences, the arts,

13

the applied sciences.

In addition to prepared materials

which can be used directly in the classroom, other
materials were examined for the purpose of designing
lessons

and units on the non-Western world.
4.

Research was then conducted in order to examine

the recent major efforts in non-Western studies in-service

programs conducted in the United States.

Included were

the National Defense Education Act institutes on developing nations and international affairs as well as smaller
scale, yet significant, programs by state, local and

private organizations.
5.

Finally, a model in-service program was designed

which could meet the following needs*

(1)

provide teachers

with the means of developing materials and approaches related to the teaching of the non-Western cultures of Africa,
Asia, Latin America and the Middle East;

(2) provide the

means to appreciate these non-Western cultures and for com-

batting ethnocentrism among both teachers and students.
Some Basic Assumptions
The following assumptions regarding in-service teacher

education, while not exhaustive, are intended to provide
a clearer understanding of the nature of in-service activ-

ities

*

14

1.

Preservice education cannot alone prepare
teachers with content knowledge, learning char-

acteristics of students, and teaching strategies
in order to obtain maximum teaching performances.
2.

Teachers need to inform themselves about new
approaches and explore the means of applying or

modifying them in their own school or classes in
order to achieve more effective instructional

programs
3»

Social studies teachers need in-service education
experiences, particularly in the area of the non-

Westem world,

to enable them to meet the chal-

lenge of the changing character of the present

social studies curriculum.
4.

The growth by the teacher on a professional level

will lead to improved instruction and thereby to
greater learning on the part of the students.
5.

Social studies teachers must desire change before
change can be effected j changes are effected by
the teachers

—

the in-service program can only

provide the means for the change.

Importance of the Study
It is hoped that this study, or portions of it, will

have value for others.

Specifically it might be of value

secondary
to coordinators of in-service program planning, to

15

social studies teachers who are responsible for the opera-

tion of current social studies programs \ to secondary social

studies teachers* and to the state department of education
in Massachusetts, who might find the Results of the state-

wide questionnaire to be useful.

In addition, this study

might be of value to educators within institutions of higher
education who have an integral part in preparing future
teachers and administrators.

Limitations of the Study
The scope of this study has been restricted to in-service

teacher education and the teaching of non-Westem studies
in secondary school.

While much of this study might be

relevant to preserviee teacher education programs, it does
not address itself to changes in that area.

The survey

part of the study is also limited to the state of Massa-

chusetts, and while there may be other states which have
a similar situation, or while one might conclude that the

teaching of non-Western studies in Massachusetts is rep-

resentative of the country, that has not been within the
scope of the study.

Definition of Terms
It is appropriate that the most important terms which

have been used throughout the study be defined*

In-service education.

In-service education includes

16

all activities engaged in by professional
personnel during their service and designed to contribute
to improvement
2^
on the job.

Preservice educ ation *

This terra refers to the aca-

demic and professional work in high school, normal school,

college or university that a person has done before em-

ployment as a teacher. 2 ^

Social sciences .

The branch of knowledge that deals

with human society or its characteristic elements, as family, state, or social class, and with the relations and

institutions involved in man's existence and well being as
a member of an organized community.

The term is also

applied to the scholarly materials concerned with the detailed, systematic, and logical study of human beings and

their interrelations.

Social studies

.

2 7f

Those portions of the subject matter

of the social sciences, particularly history, economics,

political science, sociology, psychology, anthropology.

^C. Glen Hass, "In-Service Education Today," InService Education for Teachers, Supervisors, and Admin istrators , Fif-fcy-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Siudy of Education, Part I (Chicago* University of
Chicago Press, 1957)# p» 13*

^Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education (New York*
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19^9)7 p. 410.
27 Ibid., p. 486.

17

philosophy and geography, which are regarded as suitable
for study in elementary and secondary schools and are
de-

veloped into courses of study. 2 ®

Non-Western studies

.

For purposes of this study it

is that part of the social studies,

including the arts and

literature, that deal with Africa, Asia, Latin America and
the Middle East.

Professional growth

.

This term refers to an increase

in subject matter knowledge, teaching skill and efficiency,

and insight into educational problems, with a concomitant

increase in success as a teacher. 29

Secondary education

.

Secondary education is the for-

mally organized program of education that is provided young
persons after completion of elementary education and prior
to higher education.

For the purposes of this study, sec-

ondary education will include the grades 7-12 but will

emphasize grades 9-12.

Organization of the Study
Chapter

I

contains the introduction of the study, state

ment of the general and specific problems, purpose of the
study, basic assumptions, importance of the study, limita-

tions of the study, definition of terms and the organiza-

tion of the study.

2®

29

Ibid .

,

p.

509.

Ibid .

,

p.

258.

18

Chapter II contains the review of related studies in
social studies education* in-service education* and char-

acteristics of effective in-service programs.

Chapter III presents the stance of non-Western studies
in the secondary schools of Massachusetts through the ques-

tionnaires to the secondary social studies teachers and

coordinators in Massachusetts and through interviews with
various social studies coordinators in the state.

Chapter IV contains an examination and evaluation of

non-Western materials and approaches now being utilized in
secondary schools in Massachusetts and in other states.
Chapter V presents the research into some important

non-Western studies in-service workshops that have already
taken place in recent years in the United States.
Chapter VI provides a model for a program of in-service
teacher education workshops to improve the teaching of the

non-Western world in secondary social studies classrooms.
Chapter VII provides a summary, conclusions and recommendations based on the information gathered and the
findings in this study.

CHAPTER II
Review of Related Literature

In-service education includes all activities engaged
in by the professional personnel during their service and

designed to contribute to improvement on the job.

A review

of the literature in this field of education reveals that

in-service education of school personnel has always had
as its primary objective the improvement of professional

behavior.

Articles consistently declare that in-service

education is necessary for all members of the professional
staff of America's public schools.
In describing the idea behind in-service education,

Harold Spears has stated*
In-service training has as its goal the
professional growth of the teacher; but as a
concept it includes the plan, the program, or
the effort of the local school system to
accomplish that end.-*It is the purpose of this chapter to present the view-

points of writers concerning in-service education programs

with particular attention to such matters as

(1)

common

factors of in-service education, (2) exemplary characterbasic
istics of social studies in-service programs, and (3)

^Harold Spears, Improving the Su pervision of Instruction (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.i Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1933 J.
p.

3^9*
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principles of in-service education.

I.

Common Factors of In-Service Education

The principal objective of in-service education indi-

cates a change on the part of the participants.

The change

that occurs, according to Richard Stank, p is often upon
values, skills, information and relationships.

Stank con-

cludes that if in-service education programs are to be
effective, now and in the future, they must be founded on
the desire to improve professional competence on both the

part of administrators and teaching staff working cooper-

atively
Anker^ was concerned with the development of human

relationships during in-service programs, rather than em-

phasizing content exclusively.

From this point of view,

improvement of instruction would most likely occur if in-

service programs promoted the feelings of one human being
for another, increased understanding, and developed

empathy
In reviewing the relationship between education and

group dynamics, Bonner stated:

^Richard Stank, "The Administrator’s Role in In-Service
Education," National Association of Second ary School Principals Bulletin (October, 1965) > 32-37*
,

3 Ibid.,

p.

3^.

^Walter Anker, "What Has Happened to Effective Teach527-28.
ing?" Clearing House XLI (May, 1967),
,
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The most marked characteristic of the
approach to education is the
first consistent and thorough going emphasis
on the human factor in the educative process-the view that education must be concerned with
human relations.
r;roup dynamic

A similar emphasis upon human relations was noted by

other writers.

Believing that the manner in which people

relate themselves to each other is a crucial dimension of
any in-service education activity, Chesin and Selman have

asserted
The growth of cooperative action groups in in-service

education programming, as evidenced by the increasing im-

portance of the in-service education workshops, has brought
about a corresponding attention to the group process itself,

partially as a result of the influence of group dynamics.^
7

Shuster^ has placed the primary responsibility for
the in-service education of the teaching staff upon the

school principal.

Viewing in-service activity from this

perspective, the principal should be cognizant of the differences in the individuals who compose his instructional
staff and the competencies which they possess.

^Herbert Bonner, Group Dynamics (New Yorki
Press, 1959)* P* 234.

Rather than

The Ronald

^Gerald A. Chesin and H. Marc Selman, "Group Dynamics
and In-Service Education," Peabody Journal of Education
XLIV (May, 1967), 350-52.
,

^Albert Shuster, "Principals and Teachers for NonGraded Schools," National Elementary Principal , XLVII (January, 1968), 10-14.
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forcing each teacher into the same mold, the principal
should provide for developing teacher competencies in

dealing with instructional problems and teaching strategies at each teacher's own level of sophistication.
Q

Bahner

asserts that it is the principal's task to

make change a normal phenomenon within his school.

Motivat-

ing teachers to expend additional energy is primarily de-

pendent upon the principal's ability to analyze people and
situations in such a way that he can create the environment and attitudes which are conducive to cooperative

faculty action.
this regard.

Bahner lists four priority problems in

The problems are:

1.

If either new or experienced teachers are
not fully prepared, the principal has a
responsibility to see that they obtain the
kind of additional training they need.

2.

The principal is the key person in keeping
abreast of the emerging technology and in
finding ways of sharing this knowledge with
the faculty.

3.

4.

Under the leadership of the principal, each
staff must consider the appropriateness of
the principles of non-grading and team teaching, and make deliberate decisions to adopt,
adapt, or reject them as influences on the
local school.
Change never occurs v/ithout some dissatisfaction with existing conditions. Unless
someone challenges teachers and administrators to explain or defend what they are
doing, the status quo will tend to go unevaluated 9
.

Bahner, "Continuing Education," National
10-14.
Elementary Principal , XLIV (September, 1964),
8 John M.

9ibid.» p. 11.
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Consequently, not only must successful solutions to
the problems of continuing education be based upon the in-

dividual needs of the school, but opportunities must be

provided which will assist the faculty to improve its
skills in working together to achieve change.

With attention on the process of individualizing inservice activity, Hill 1 ^ distinguishes between continuing

education which must be planned on an individual basis and

professional growth which can be achieved in a variety of
ways not limited to formal study.

Whether viewed as con-

tinuing education or professional growth, the goals for
in-service education have been identified in the following
manner.

The goals are»

(1) the emergence of competent

and contributing citizens;
the rights of others;

(2)

men and women who respect

(3) people who are

know how to work toward accepted goals;

willing to and
(4) people

convictions rather than opinions; and (5) people
high standards of conduct.

who hold

v/ho

have

11

Accordingly, the implementation of these goals requires that educators should not only be well educated,
but that they must constantly seek to extend their education,

further competence in their particular fields of study,
improve their ability to establish priorities in materials,

^Warren

G. Hill,

Journal of Education
U-Ibid

. ,

p.

7.

,

"Continuing Education," Wisconsin
XCVII (March, 1965) 7-10.
>
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and sharpen their skills in instructional techniques.

The concept of in-service education with emphasis

upon administrative and teacher responsibility

is expressed

by Miller and Spalding as follows*
It would be far better if the term inservice education were confined to help given
by the administrative and supervisory staff so
that employees may be able to do better those
things the district expects them to do in line
with their assignments. Professional improvement can then be defined as what an employee
does on his own initiative in order to improve
his professional skills. A good set of rules
and regulations recognizes the differences between these two means of professional improvement. The responsibility for a good in-service
program rests with the administrative staff.
The responsibility for a good program of professional improvement rests with individual
teachers. This does not mean that there can
be no cooperative planning with respect to both
aspects.
It does mean, however, that whatever
procedure is used to set up the program in each
area, ultimate responsibility for the success or
failure of the program must be placed on the
appropriate persons.

As emphasized by Roberts,

the most common factor to

all programs of in-service professional growth is the under-

lying assumption that the teachers* instructional service
can be improved.

Thus, improvement of instruction ul-

timately requires a change in the teacher* s classroom behavior.

In-service programs should seek changes in behavior

and Willard B. Spalding, The Public Administration of American Schools (New York: World Book
Company, 195 2 ) , pp* 337-38

^Van Miller

3jack D. Roberts, "A Hard Look at Quality In-Service
(September,
Education,” National Elementary Principal XLIV
1964), 15-21.
X

,
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that lead to more effective teacher-pupil interaction in
the classroom in terms of established goals.

This kind of

professional growth should foster individuality, encourage
self-fulfillment, stimulate individual professional development, and enhance individual dignity.

Roberts also

enumerated some of the less desirable practices currently

affecting in-service education programs.

They are*

1.

The accumulation of in-service credits
or points;

2.

’Information-giving* in-service courses
imposed by local administrators and supervisors
;

3.

Mutual admiration societies in the form of
locally imposed, locally taught group study
sessions

4.

Unrelated, fragmented in-service experiences
in the form of aimless travel, conventions,
visitations, and occasional coursework;

5»

Autocratic behavior of in-service leaders;

6.

Limiting professional growth activities to
out-of-school time; and

7.

14
Unevaluated m-service programs.

In-service objectives offered by McFarland and

Williams 1 ^ suggest that an individualized program be considered in terms of a coordinated effort of the total profession, including the changing nature of pre-service

-*-^

Ibid

.

,

pp. 16-17.

” IndividPrintary
Elemen
ualizing In-Service Education,” National
cipal , XLIV (September, 1964), 32-36.

^William

J. McFarland and Lois Williams,
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education.

They are in agreement with other writers that

in-service activities should incorporate a variety of

approaches while being unrelated to salary increments.

Fischer 1

^*

believes that the entire professional edu-

cation of teachers needs much improvement.

He states that

there must be authoritative standards established with minimal levels of competency and growth where pre-service and

in-service teacher education actually become a continuum.
He makes ten proposals for improving in-service education,

and stresses the need for flexibility and alternatives

within the in-service programs to allow for rival programs
and time for in-service activities during regular school

hours.

Allen 1 ? believes that teaching roles should be

differentiated and performance criteria set for each role.

Then in-service programs can meet the particular needs of
teachers.

And Bush

advocates a heuristic teaching style

which allows for self-initiated and self-directed pupil
learning which stresses pupil’s discovering rather than

absorbing knowledge.

In-service education, he believes,

^Louis Fischer, ’’In-Service Education* An Immodest
Proposal,” Improving In-Service Education: Pr oposals and
(Boston Allyn
Procedures for Change , Louis J"! Rubin (Ed
and Bacon, Inc., 197i)> 227-243.
1

•

t

A

1 ?Dwight W. Allen,

’’In-Service Teacher Training*
Modest Proposal,” Ibid , pp. 109-129*
.

18 Robert N. Bush, ’’Curriculum-Proof Teachers*

Does What To Whom?” Ibid .

,

pp. 37-70.

Who
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should emphasize instructional alternatives rather
than

single methods.

Ruhin 1 ^ believes that teachers must be

better prepared and that there must be a system to
differentiate the '’very good" teacher from the "very bad."

Teachers must have time to think and discuss the consequences of what they are doing and must share responsibility
for educational leadership in the schools.

Comras and Masterman contend that the framework for

comprehensive in-service programs must allow for the "modern processes of group dynamics, for practical approaches
to identifiable problems, and for horizontal and vertical
20
.

.

communication."

They see the benefits to be derived from such programs
as follows:
1.

Fulfillment of Local District Needs

.

Because a

needs assessment would be made.
.

Elevation of Teacher Morale and Increase in Teacher

Status.

This requires released time which will help develop

2

a positive attitude towards in-service activities.
3

.

Shared Responsibilities for Curriculum Development.

This improves relationship of professional staff.
4.

Improvement of Instructional Techniques

.

Helps to

develop a team approach to educational programs.

19 Louis J. Rubin, "The Self-Evolving Teacher," Ibid
pp. 263 - 276 .

.

Comras and P. Masterman, "Rationale for Comprehensive In-Service Programs," Clearing House , XLVI (March, 1972),
p. 424.
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Accountability for Implementation

5*

.

The staff be-

comes accountable as it enters into the decision-making

process 21
In describing the role of the teacher in in-service
.

education, Moffitt

2?

outlined the conditions of mutual re-

sponsibility under which in-service growth will likely be
effective.

Among these conditions are the followingi

An awareness on the part of the professional staff

1.

that educational growth is needed;
A willingness to devote the necessary time and

2.

energy involved in study as a means of in-service education
The support and cooperation of the board of edu-

3.

cation;
4.

A corps of highly professional and progressive

school administrators;
5

.

A school district policy that places value on ex-

perimentation, creative effort, and innovations in the
school, and
A school policy that can provide the necessary
23
time for research and group study.
6.

21

rbid., p. 425*

22

John C. Moffitt, In-Service Education f or Teachers
Center for Applied Research in Educa(Washington, D.C.i
tion, 1963)» PP 59-60.
•

2

-^Ibid.,

p.

59*
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Since

"the

administration of an in-service program ex-

ists in relation to people rather than a vacuum, Moffitt

emphasizes the qualities teachers must possess if inservice education is to have any mutuality in fact.

These

qualities are*
1.
2.
3»

4.
5

•

6.

The desire to grow;
The readiness to participate;
A sensitivity to the opinions of others;
Intelligence and knowledgeability
A willingness to discard unproductive
habits of teaching; and
The desire to accept new challenges even
though they require added effort and
present some uncertainty. ^

Moffitt concludes that "only under those circumstances
in which teachers find their own problems and want to do

something about them can effective in-service education
programs exist.
II.

Exemplary Characteristics of Social Studies
In-Service Programs

The quality of the social studies program in a par-

ticular school may depend upon the effectiveness of the
system’s in-service efforts.

Many educators who are con-

cerned with the status of the social studies indicate that
some means must be devised which will enable secondary

teachers to benefit from the ferment in the social studies.

^ Ibid

.

25 Ibid.
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The means most frequently mentioned in the literature is
some phase of in-service education.

Gibson 2 6 has observed that an in-service education

program has desirable characteristics when it

is designed

to be stimulating and interesting, to help the teacher grow
in his profession, and to enable him to understand the

child and his problem.
The desirable components of in-service programs for

social studies teachers were listed by Gibson as being!
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Support from the state office of education;
The focus upon an important subject;
Active participation by teachers in materials preparation;
Provisional use in the classroom;
Follow-up in-service activities;
Evaluation; and
Publication and dissemination of the
final product.

Robinson 2 ® indicates that the foremost ingredient for
any social studies program is for the local school systems
to secure inspired teachers.

The school systems then have

the responsibility of providing the incentive for these

teachers to stay and remain inspired.

2

®John S. Gibson, New Frontiers in the Social Studies
Citation Press, 1967), p. 137.
(New York:
27 Ibid.

^Donald Robinson, "Ferment in the Social Studies,"
Social Education XXVII (November, 1963)

>

P«

364.
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Becker 29 lists several means by which social
studies
teachers may remain inspired while teaching. The
success
of an in-service program for social studies
teachers can

be insured if the following activities receive emphasis
!•

istrators
2.

Encouragement and recognition from school admin;

Opportunities to learn new content and techniques,

including training in specialized methods and courses;
3»

Guided practices in the classroom;

4.

Providing an abundance of instructional materials;

5*

Opportunities to exchange ideas with other teach-

and

ers who are trying new approaches. 90

Outside attention by supervisors may make change stim-

ulating and increase the teacher’s determination to succeed.
In order to facilitate change in the social studies, teachers should re-examine what they already know about the sub-

ject matter and develop a framework of basic ideas in each
A central characteristic of this supervisory

discipline.

in-service activity would be for school systems to recognize
that local research projects by social studies teachers are
a vital part of their operation and are legitimate school

expenditures
29 James M. Becker, "Developing a Social Studies Program," North Central Association Quarterly XL (Winter, 1966),
255 - 62 .
,

9

°Ibid

. ,

p. 26l.
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Massialas and Smith ^ 1 argue essentially the same
point when they state that each teacher must examine the

nature of the social science disciplines.

In this light,

the teacher must re-examine his existing course organization, his units of instruction, and his daily lessons in

terms of a realistic appraisal of the knowledge and skills
his students must have if they are to cope intelligently

with the complexities of contemporary society.

Becker ^ 2

maintains that school boards should set aside the salaries
of several teachers each year to free part of their time

for these kinds of in-service projects.

Searles-^ believes the choice of academic coursework
for social studies teachers should be governed by what is

taught in the high schools as well as by what is inherent
in the social sciences.

Massialas and

Cox^

argue that teacher preparation in

the social studies does not reflect the increasing role of

^Byron

G. Massialas and Frederick R. Smith, New

Challenges in the Social Studies (Belmont, Californiai
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1965 )» P* 56.
James M. Becker, ’’Seeking Tomorrow’s Excellence
Today,” Today’s Education , LXI (March, 1972), pp* 29-30*

33john E. Searles, "New Training for Social Studies
Teachers,” Pennsylvania School Journal CXIV (February,
1966), 273*
,

^Byron

Social Studies (New Yorki
p"!

286

Benjamin Cox, Inquiry in
McGraw-Hill Book Company, i960),

G. Massialas and C.
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the social sciences in school curricula.

Citing several

studies which indicate inadequate teacher preparation in
the fields of geography, government, and political science,

they regret that evidence of a similar nature could be
compiled for each of the social sciences.

They maintain

that while social studies curricula in the schools are be-

ginning to incorporate more material from the social sciences, it is the teacher of the social studies who acts as a

deterrent to these changes. ^5

Brickell^ places more emphasis upon demonstration
and observations of new social studies programs.

His view-

point reflects the idea that visiting a successful program

constitutes the most persuasive experience a teacher can
have

Metzger^ studied the responses

of 130 teachers to the

relative value of six in-service education techniques.
These techniques were*
1.

Providing adequate materials;

2.

Follow-up after supervisory classroom visits;

3

Teacher visitations outside local systems;

.

4.

Staff sharing in planning faculty meetings;

5*

Presentation of topics and demonstrations during
faculty meetings; and

35lbid

^Henry

for Ed
M. Brickell, Organizing New York Sta te
(Albany, New York* State Department of Ed

ucational Change
ucation, 1961 ) p* 106
In-Service Ed37paul Metzger, "Staff Evaluation ofReview,
LXIII tApri-L
ucation Techniques," Pa thol c Education
,

.

i

1965

),

24?.
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Teacher visitations within local systems.

6.

The study indicated that those persons responsible for
the administration of in-service programs did not give em-

phasis to follow-up supervisory visits and teacher visitations outside the local school system.

In this instance

two potentially effective means for professional develop-

ment were not being utilized.

Metzger concluded that fail-

ure to use these techniques could lead to lessened enthu-

siasm among staff members who highly value them.3

fi

Taylor-^ in 1958 reported on ten trends in in-service
teacher education.

The trends are listed because of their

applicability to secondary social studies teachers and because in most instances they are still trends.

The in-

service trends are*
1.

Pre and post sessions with pay;

2

Professional library provided in individual

.

schools
3

.

Faculty meetings held regularly during school
hours

4.

Teachers' committees working with board of

education and the administrative staff to devise
a salary schedule that rewards teacher growth

in-service

-^ Ibid

.

,

p. 252

.

Trends,"
^^Bob L. Taylor, "In-Service Teacher Education
Phi Delta Kappan, XL (December, 1958)# 139*
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5

Teachers' committees involved in community sur-

•

veys in connection with curriculum development;
6.

Faculty committees studying school problems;

7.

Teacher visitations to other schools;

8.

Small groups involved in curriculum study;

9«

Special programs for the induction of new teachers

;

and

Provisions for sabbatical leave for study and

10.

travel.** 0
•

Davis

hi

described the plans which are followed for the

in-service education of social studies teachers in the
high schools of Prince George's County, Maryland.

The plans

feature ten three-hour weekly content seminars which are

conducted by historians on leave from the university;

monthly in-service study groups in each high school with
emphasis upon methodology; and the use of mobile profes-

sional libraries which are available to all teachers.
Other plans include university-sponsored academic courses
for social studies teachers; special study sessions for
new teachers; and in-service meetings during the school day
that coincide with the teaching schedules which are planned
for this arrangement.

4o Ibid.

Nelda Davis, ’’Helping Social Studies Teachers to
Improve Instruction," High School Journal XLIII (April,
I960), 359-64.
1+1

,
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Nelson

called for the development of in-service

coursework in the social studies which attempts to build on
the base of subject knowledge and which includes both methods considerations and content not normally available to

teachers in single subject courses.
The experimental in-service program at the State Uni-

versity of New York at Buffalo, which he describes, utilizes social issues as a framework for in-service education.

This in-service program seeks to improve the quality of

social studies teaching by opening areas of social concern
to cross-disciplinary study and by expecting the experienced

teachers to develop teachable materials for classroom use.
The Bill of Rights was selected for study during the

summer of 1964, followed by a study of the problems of
peace in 1965*

The courses were described as seminar-

workshops to illustrate the dual purposes of faculty-student
interaction and development of teaching materials.

Addi-

tional seminars suggested for the series included population dynamics, the impact of a cybernetic society, and

urban problems.
This in-service arrangement was successful in utilizing
the teachers* experiences and special skills in selecting
and modifying content for use in lower than college level,
and in demonstrating the interrelatedness of knowledge.

42 Jack L. Nelson, "A Social Issues Approach to InStudies, LIX
Service Social Studies Education,” The Social
(January, 1968), 26-29*
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The annual in-service summer workshops for social

studies teachers at Tufts University were described by
Gibson. 4 3

The workshops have focused upon some issues in

the social studies curriculum, such as

i

Ideologies and

World Affairs, the Declaration of Independence and the Bill
of Rights, Equality

i

A Principle and a Dilemma, Behavioral

Goals for Civic Education and two NDEA Institutes for

Teachers of Disadvantaged Youth.
Teachers participating in the workshops prepared study
guides, bibliographies, learning activities, programmed

materials, and other resource materials.

The Lincoln Filene

Center at Tufts publishes the material as resource units
and curriculum guides in the areas covered by the workshop.

In-service programs are essential to incorporating advances in any discipline into the curriculum, and the social

studies are no exception.

44

Carmichael and Kallenback,^ under a Title III ESEA
grant, have developed an individualized in-service approach.
The major objective of their project is to develop a teacher
and administrator in-service program to facilitate role

^Gibson,

0£. cit

.

,

pp. 136-37*

44 Ibid.<
’’California
Teacher Development Project: An Individualized Approach To
In-Service Education,” Journal of Secondary Education , XLVI

^Dermis Carmichael and Warren Kallenback,

(January, 1971)

>

PP* 16-20.
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changes necessary for teachers in transition from
grouppaced to individualized instruction.

After the identification of ten major needs areas, this
formed the basis for establishing in-service objectives and
the development of eleven different in-service components

comprising a five-day in-service workshop for teachers and
administrators.

Workshop components are patterned to be as

close as possible to an actual classroom building program.

Response so far has been enthusiastic, however results
of the formal evaluation procedures are not yet available.

III.

Principles of In-Service Education

The literature has yielded a considerable amount of

information concerning basic in-service activities.

This

information relates to common factors of in-service programs
and exemplary characteristics of social studies in-service

programs.

From what has been examined so far, ten principles

of in-service education can be supported which have a bearing

on all social studies in-service programs.

The principles are as follows:

Principle Number One
The participants of an in-service program must share in
the planning, deciding, and changing of the program.

^ Ibid

. ,

p.

4-7

The

20.

"How to Develop an Effective In-Service
School
Education Program," National Association o f Secondary
Principals Bulletin , XLV (April , 1961 ) , 201-03

^George

W. Meyer,
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areas in which in-service education operate include
all

features of the school and its relations to the community.

In-service education includes, collectively or individually,
everyone associated with the school system.

If the parti-

cipation of teachers in the program is expected, then the
faculty, either as a whole or through committees, must share
in the decision-making process.

No program of educational

reform can be successful without the cooperation of the
teachers.

Among the basic considerations which influence

the development of in-service social studies programs are

the talents, abilities, training, and experiences of the

teachers themselves.

Principle Number Two
If an in-service program is to be effective, it must

be founded on the desires of the teaching staff to improve

their professional -competence

The major task facing

teachers is change, whether it be quality improvement of

implementation or a new curriculum.

The change that is

desirable is in the behavior of the teachers and administrators.

Teachers must first want to inform themselves

about new teaching methods, choice of content, attitudes,
and organizational structures and explore the means of

applying or modifying them in their own schools in order to
produce more rewarding programs.

48

Stank, op

.

cit

.

,

pp. 32—37
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More new projects are now appearing each year in the

social sciences, and many of these new curriculum projects
seek to emphasize the concepts, principles, and methods of

inquiry of the social science disciplines.

A principal

feature of many of these projects is that they stress the

inductive method of learning.

It is evident that instruc-

tion in social studies is moving toward greater emphasis

upon developing skills.

Beyer

4q7

has identified these skills

as the skills of inquiry, of critical thinking and of inde-

pendent learning, on developing attitudes and on value
clarification.
0
The new social studies, according to Edwin Fenton,^

will have important implications for the in-service education of social studies teachers.

If students are going to

experience discovery and inductive learning, it is incom-

prehensible to think that social studies should be spared
this same opportunity.

The classroom teacher is the most

important element of an educational system.

The techniques

that are receiving emphasis today must be shared by social

studies teachers, otherwise these new developments will have

little impact upon the students of the social studies.

"Mandate for Change -- Curriculum
The
Innovation and Teacher Preparation in Social Studies,"
199-203.
So cial Studies
” LVIII (October, 1967),
-

^Barry

k. Beyer,
,

"

\

Yorkt Holt,
5°Edwin Fenton, The New Social Studies (New
p» 1-L5*
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 196?
) »
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Principle Number Three
The provision of staff leadership for the in-service

program is a legitimate school expenditure .^

Leadership

for in-service curriculum development and professional im-

provement falls upon those staff and administrative officers
who are responsible for the supervision of instruction.

In-

service education of teachers requires planning and action
on the part of those who are responsible for the quality of

the educational program.

It is the obligation of the school

system to stimulate the advancement of its staff by providing
opportunities for teachers to grow on the job.

Adequate funds for social studies in-service education
are not only justified but are also essential to accomplishing the task of helping teachers to redefine their roles in

the process of developing an improved educational program.

Social studies teachers should have some in-service
time allocated during the school day.

Understandably social

studies programs can be more successful if teachers are provided with more time within the school day to prepare lessons and perform other professional responsibilities.

In-

stead of recognizing in-service activities as secondary and
as something that goes on after school, Saturdays and holiday

weeks, it should be recognized as a primary activity, along

with teaching, and should be carried on during the school
day as teaching is.
T hrough In-Service
Inc., 1957;#
Prentice-Hall,
Programs (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.i

^Harold Spears, Curriculum Planning

p.

315.
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The hoard of education and lay public must be made

aware of the necessity for professional development and be

willing to contribute in time, talent, and money to these
programs

Principle Number Four
The test of the in-service program lies in the improve -

ment of instruction and, consequently, in the improved de -

velopment of the students

The primary concern of the

total in-service program should be the improvement of instruction.

It is the central, connecting element of the

entire effort, regardless of the methods employed.

This

concern implies that if improved instruction is the goal,
then both teachers and students should be positively

affected
In-service programs should assist social studies
teachers to increase their ability to interrelate materials and concepts from the social science disciplines for

classroom use.

Although the social sciences are alike

in

that they attempt to interpret mans social behavior, each

discipline is unique in its application of methodology and

research methods.

What is important is that the social

sciences are organized so that students in secondary social
studies classes may best profit from their social studies

courses
5 2 ibid.
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Principle Number Five
Improved results are secured when individual differ ences among members of each group are accepted and utilized .53

individual differences among teachers should be

recognized in organizing in-service education plans.

These

differences are usually related to values, role concepts,
attitudes toward change, skill in human relations, and

knowledge of various aspects of education, and will vary

with teachers at all stages of professional growth.

Recog-

nition of these differences should have desirable effects
upon the shaping of the in-service program.
When developing in-service programs in social studies,
individual differences become crucial to the design and
success of these programs as there is such a wide range
of teaching background as well as teaching styles and per-

sonalities

.

Principle Number Six

Appraisal is made an integral part of in-service activ ities

.^

since change is the dynamic aspect of any learning

experience, the process of detecting change in individuals

53 j, Cecil Parker, ''Guidelines for In-Service Education,
In-Service Education for Teachers, Supervisors, and Admin
istrators, Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education, Part I (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1967)» pp» 103-128.

5^Carmichael and Kallenback,
55parker,

ojd.

cit

.

,

p.

119*

ojn.

c

it

.

p.

19*
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and the program must be a continuous activity.

It must

not become the extra feature added to the in-service program.

The major technique for determining change and for

evaluation of its significance is the continuous use of
the planning and evaluating processes by the participants
in the in-service program.

The in-service program in the social studies should
be characterized by an internal mechanism which makes the

self-assessment process continuous.

This assessment activ-

ity could provide for the collection of a variety of types
of information, data, and opinions.

Teacher-prepared

instruments could gather data relative to teacher turnover,

amount and type of graduate work by the faculty, nature of

promotions within the system, and evidence of increased
pupil learning and achievement.-^

In addition, this assess-

ment might include sensitivity training for teachers and

administrators, micro-teaching techniques, student-teacher

discussions in the affective realm, and examination question analysis. 5?

Principle Number Seven
The in-service program should be planned for

^Adolf Unruh, "Criteria for Assessing In-Service

Education," National Association of Secondary Schoo l Principals Bulletin XLV (April 1961 ), 204.
,

A Self5?Charles Sweatman, "Operation* New Outlook
Behavior,
Their
Change
Assessment Method for Helping Teachers
Clearing House, XLI (October, 1966), 67-73*
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flexibility .58
of the teacher

The in-service program must meet the needs

—

individually and in groups.

It is an

error to impose a program and require all teachers to

attend it.

The notion of individual differences would not

support such a procedure; therefore, voluntary participa-

tion in in-service activities should be encouraged.

The

teacher should benefit the most if the in-service activity
he has selected is the one he believes will be of value to
him.

For this primary reason, variety should characterize

the in-service program.

For an in-service program in the social studies to be
effective, teachers must have the opportunity to select

those activities which are considered to be more important
to them.

Nearly all of the authors cited so far have men-

tioned the choice factor and recognition of individual differences among teachers as essential to the success of

social studies in-service programs.

Not only, then, should

there be variety in the in-service activities which are

available, but there should be alternatives for the teacher,
as well.

This means that beyond the regular in-service activ-

ities ordinarily available there would need to be alter-

native programs for teachers who have needs which are not

being fulfilled through the regular in-service programs.

James M. Becker, ’’Incorporating the Products of
Educational Development Into Practice," Journal of Research
81-10j.
and Development in Education , III (Winter, 1970),
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Principle Number Eight
Multi ple resources should be available for
use in th P
59
in 7 service programs.
A problem in in-service education
activities is that of making existing resources
available
to groups in usable form.
Resources for in-service education are generally related to the content of the
subject

under study, with human relations and group skills,
or with

problem-solving methodology.

Some teachers, related to the

group, should be responsible for identifying resource personnel, developing lists of materials, and summarizing per-

tinent research.
A supply of stimulating and appropriate materials is

essential for meeting the interests and needs of social
studies teachers.

The development of instructional mater-

ials centers in the schools is indicative of the interest
in making school libraries depositories of all types of

materials for teaching and learning.

Principle Number Nine
The in-service education program should create an

atmosphere that is conducive to building mutual respect
support, and creativeness

,

Cooperative procedures should

be employed to release the pov/er of a group and of individ-

uals in the group.

59 Parker,

^Ibid

.

,

op.

They can be used at faculty meetings, in

cit

.

pp. 113-116.

pp. 112-113*

4?

workshops, in study groups, and in individual conferences,
and can be instrumental in bringing together people of

different backgrounds, attitudes, skills, and values into
a functioning unit.

The reason for teaching social studies, especially in

teaching about cultures other than our own,

is to

develop

respect, understanding and appreciation of other ideas,

ways and values.

It is essential, then, that social studies

in-service programs be carried out in an environment that
is

compatible with the aims of social studies teaching.

Principle Number Ten

Encouragement should be present in the in-service pro -

gram to test ideas and plans in real situations

/'

1

It is

only in a school setting that plans can finally be put into

practice and tested in action.

Consequently, in-service

education programs that are to move beyond the discussion
stage require the presence of individuals and groups that
are testing ideas in a reality context.

The value of group

meetings is enhanced if the members of the in-service group
are trying things out in their schools during the times
betv/een the meetings of the group.

In any social studies in-service program, it is impor-

tant that teachers participate in in-service education

^Ibid

. ,

pp. 118-119*
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follow-up programs.

Teachers need to observe others

trying out new methods learned and demonstrate, themselves,
those new methods and techniques pertaining to effective

social studies teaching.

Teacher visits outside the

school to other districts can be of great value to teachers participating in in-service programs.

^

Since the

improvement of instruction is based upon evaluation of ex-

isting performances and conditions, these methods of obser-

vation and assistance should receive emphasis because of
their relationship to self-evaluation.
A team teaching situation would, perhaps, provide the

best means of providing the necessary follow-up and sub-

sequent evaluation.

It is also an ideal situation for

providing the support the team members will need as new
techniques are tried out.

6^Hilda Taba, "Techniques of In-Service Training,"
Social Education, XXIV (November, 1965). 464-476.
6 3ibid.

CHAPTER III

Survey of Secondary Schools in Massachusetts
In an attempt to determine the stance of non-Western

studies in the secondary schools of Massachusetts, a survey

was conducted.

It was felt that such a survey was neces-

sary to determine the type, extent and quality of non-

Western studies throughout the state.
It was hoped that the survey would supply information

on various elements within the field of non-Western studies

such as

i

the kinds of courses and the amount of time spent

in the schools; the emphasis that these courses have; the

usefulness of selected techniques and materials; the most

common goals of non-Western studies programs and the needs
of the respondents.

Of particular interest was to find

out if anything was being done in the arts and humanities

areas with non-Western studies, or if there was a non-

Western focus in this subject area.

Also of interest was

the amount and kind of interdisciplinary work that might
be going on in the schools.

Toward this end, several questionnaires were prepared
to send to a variety of individuals in the schools.

It was

felt that if there were concentrations on only one source
of information, the scope of the study would be limited and,
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in some cases, so would the accuracy of the data.

Thus,

it was decided that information would be requested from

district secondary curriculum coordinators or supervisors;

from department chairman or the head social studies teacher
in each school; and from English, art, music and foreign

language teachers.

Since some of these individuals would

be answering the same questions, the results could be

compared
I

The survey was accomplished through two mailings.

One

was a general letter to all superintendents of schools in
the Commonwealth, informing them of the study and asking

them to forward the enclosed questionnaire (Appendix D) to
their person in charge of secondary curriculum for the
system.

Of the 275 questionnaires sent out, 112, or 41

percent, were returned.

The returns received represent

schools that are both large and small, urban, suburban and
regional, and not concentrated in any one geographical area
of the state.

Most of the questionnaires were fully com-

pleted and in some cases the information was very detailed.
The second mailing was sent to principals of all

junior high and senior high schools in the Commonwealth.

Enclosed in the letter to the principal explaining the
project were two questionnaires*

one was to be given to

the social studies department chairman in the school

(Appendix E) and the other was to be completed by those

teachers who were actively involved in incorporating a
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non-Western dimension into their classes of English,
art,
music and foreign language instruction.
(Appendix F).
From the total number of 575 of each type of questionnaire
sent to the schools, 154 were returned by department chairmen, making a 27 percent return rate.

Unfortunately only

113 (11 percent) were returned by English, art, music or

foreign language teachers.

While the information gained

from the questionnaires that were returned was extremely

valuable for the purposes of the study, there were, perhaps, several reasons for the lower return rate from this

mailing than from the one to the curriculum supervisors in
the superintendents* offices.

First, it was hypothesized that the majority of the

schools failing to return a questionnaire did not do so

because their activities were negligible or non-existent.
A number of department chairmen and curriculum coordinators

were subsequently interviewed and they believed this to be
the case.'*'

Thus, many who received the questionnaire de-

cided not to send back a blank or essentially negative re-

sponse questionnaire.

A second factor may be the length of

the questionnaire itself.

Some of the interviewees indicated

that this might have been a factor with some individuals,

1a list of the social studies department chairmen and
coordinators can be found in Appendix G.
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and that the questionnaire may have taken
second priority
to other concerns.
And third, it was expected that there

would be a higher response from the superintendents*
0:

^^ ces

because they are generally more accustomed to

providing information for requests.
Thus, when analyzing the tabulations from the question-

naires, it must be kept in mind that there was a significant

number of non-respondents which will influence the general

conclusion about the position of non-Western studies in the
secondary schools of Massachusetts.

Analysis of Results

First the individual questionnaires will be analyzed,
and then some comparative studies will be undertaken on
the data in this section.

I.

Secondary Curriculum Coordinator Results

i

The numerical

tabulated results for the secondary curriculum coordinator

responses will be found in Appendix A and the questionnaire
in Appendix D.

A brief summary of these results follows*

A full 90 percent of the 108 respondents to "Question One"

said that there was some treatment of non-Western studies
in the curriculum while only 2 percent said that they had

none.

Eight percent were planning to include some mater-

ials in the near future.

This percentage is higher than
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was anticipated and is encouraging.

What percentage this

is of the total number of systems in the
Commonwealth, how-

ever, cannot be determined since all curriculum
coordinators

did not respond.

Seventy-five percent of the respondents

said that they used some form of curriculum guides and most
of these were written in the past year or two.

When asked

if they felt the guides were useful, 63 percent responded

that they felt they were "most of the time," while 31 per-

cent thought they were useful only "some of the time."

Six

percent said they were useful "hardly ever.”
Of particular interest was learning what was consid-

ered most important in the curriculum guides.

The respond-

ents were asked to check all applicable answers to the ques-

"Which of the following are these curriculum guides

tion*

arranged to emphasize?"

Since the respondents could check

as many of these as they desired, percentages are not mean-

ingful.

raphy, 68

The raw numbers, however, are*
;

history, 83; geog-

government, 65 ? anthropology, 50; sociology, 59;

and philosophy, 1.

This

supports

the argument that most

of the curricula presently in use in the schools are geared

to the historical approach.

The curriculum coordinators were also asked to indicate what they felt were their greatest needs.

A list of

possible items was provided and the coordinators were asked
to indicate others if they so desired.

By far, the greatest

need was for "outside resources" (58.9 percent) a category
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which included guest speakers in the classroom and field
trips out of the classroom*

The next highest category

was audio-visual materials, where 39.2 percent responded
that they would like to see more of these materials.

Sup-

plementary reading (37*5 percent) and in-service training
in techniques were also high on this list.

More textbook

materials were among the lowest rated (9.8 percent).

II.

Social Studies Department Chairman Results

Here, the

interest was in learning detailed information from the social
studies department chairmen in the secondary schools in

Massachusetts, and the questionnaires which were sent to
them were more extensive.

What was important was in learn-

ing not only their responses to some of the same questions

which had been sent to the curriculum coordinators but also
in gaining other information about courses and techniques

with which they were in daily contact.
Appendix B contains a detailed listing of the courses
which are taught on each grade level and the amount of time
that is spent in each of these.

They demonstrate that

there are standard history and world civilization courses

which contain a portion of non-Western studies in them, as

well as separate courses in Afria, Asia and Latin America
in the schools.

Of the one semester courses identified,

the most significant figures are*

there are

7

(seven)

grade
courses in the tenth grade, 10 (ten) in the eleventh
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and 11 (eleven) in the twelfth grade on Latin
America;

8

(eight) courses in the tenth grade, 11 (eleven) courses
in the eleventh grade and 12

(twelve) in the twelfth grade

in African studies; and 12 courses in the tenth grade, 20

courses in the eleventh grade and 24 courses in the twelfth
grade in Asian studies.

The Middle East has significantly

lower attention given to it in the schools with

5

(five)

courses in the tenth grade, 4 (four) in the eleventh and
3

(three) in the twelfth.

It should be remembered that

these are one semester courses on the high school level.

There are considerably more in the 1-3 week or 4-7 week
category.

The results of this can be seen in Appendix B.

The department chairmen were asked to indicate what

percentage of the courses was spent on various disciplines
(history, geography, government, anthropology and sociology).

Overall, government received the highest number of responses
(109 said this category was dealt with between 0-30 percent
of the time).

Anthropology was the next highest category

(97 said it was dealt with between 0-30 percent of the time).

The rest were approximately even.

Only a very few courses

concentrated upon one discipline, the most significant being

history and geography.

From the analysis of the individual

questionnaires, it appears that each of the five disciplines
are taught to some extent in courses dealing with non-

Western studies.
One of the purposes of the questionnaire was to learn
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from the department chairmen, how much team teaching
and
the use of non-teaching aides were occurring in the
schools.

This can be seen as an opportunity (1) to increase the

amount of interdisciplinary study that could go on in the
school; and (2) to determine if foreign students and other

non-certif ied personnel would be possible aides.

Of the

respondents, 37 percent had some form of team teaching and
35 percent were using non-teaching aides.

On the matter of curriculum guides and their useful-

ness, a little over half (52 percent) of the respondents

found them useful but, significantly, a full 40 percent
found the current curriculum guide and materials "not very

useful;" while

8

percent found them very useful.

This is

in contrast to the curriculum supervisors* perception of

the guides and is something treated in the comparative an-

alysis section.
A variety of teaching techniques can be used in class-

rooms; often they are not used.

One of the purposes of

this questionnaire was to determine what kinds of tech-

niques were being used and to what extent.

In the survey,

the department chairmen were asked to indicate how useful

they found a list of common techniques known to teachers.

There were some interesting results.

The highest overall

total combining "very useful" and "useful" categories was
97 percent under class discussion.

Half indicated that

group and class projects were useful techniques.

The results
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seem to indicate that those schools involved in some way
in non-Western studies use a combination of lectures,

class discussion and some group projects.
Of interest was the amount of use of those techniques

requiring more direct participation from the students such
as games and simulation, role plays, field experiences, etc.
It was found that these were used less than the methods

mentioned above.
techniques.

The lowest responses were to these three

Only 31 percent found games and role plays

"very useful" and exactly one-quarter said they were "not

very useful."

As for field experiences, 38 percent said

they were "very useful" and 24 percent said they were "not

very useful."

Outside resources received a little higher

rating; 49 percent said that outside resources were "very

useful."
One purpose was to determine what kinds of goals the

department chairmen and their fellow teachers felt were

most important for the non-Western studies activities.

Given the materials used by most teachers, one might expect that the individuals would respond that the historical, factual learning approach was the most important.
It was interesting to discover that a significant number

felt that non-Western studies should emphasize culture and

values.

Seventy-five percent felt that goals which stressed

studying the cultural achievements of the non-Western world

were "very useful."

A significant 90 percent felt that
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understanding the values of other cultures was a crucial
goal of non-Westem studies and close behind this, 77 percent believed that discussing students* values in relation
to the non-Western world was a "very useful" goal.

In

fact, when combined, culture achievements and the values

questions were overwhelmingly the most frequently answered
portions of this question.
As with the curriculum supervisors, it was desired to

learn what the department chairmen felt were their greatest needs.

While the percentages were different, and if

anything higher, the categories were basically the samei
audio-visual and outside resources.

Supplementary readings

and in-service training were also considered important.

Curiously, in spite of the somewhat negative response to
the curriculum guide question earlier in the questionnaire,
49 percent of the respondents felt that curriculum guides

were a need.

This apparent discrepancy may be explained by

the fact that the department chairman interpreted the ques-

tion as meaning "better" curriculum guides rather than
"more" or "new" ones

"Humanities" Subjects Results

1

Appendix

C

contains the

results from the questionnaire sent to the 575 schools re-

questing information on what teachers were doing to bring
a non-Western dimension into the subjects of English, art,

music, and foreign language instruction.

Our goal, with
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this portion of the survey, was to
determine the extent
to which activities in this area were
occurring
in the

schools.

The assumption was that there was little, if

anything, being done, and the results of the survey
bore
out this assumption.
Of the 575 questionnaires mailed,
15^ replies were received.

Among these replies, few had

completed the entire questionnaire (Appendix F) which included the four subject areas of the survey.

Thus, many

completed questionnaires contained information about English,
but not about art, music or foreign language teaching in
the same school.

Only a few schools either took the time

or had enough significant activities to complete the entire

questionnaire
Of the replies that were received, the results can

be briefly summarized.

There is some activity in English

classes, with the highest number of responses at the twelfth

grade level, indicating that there were some non-Western

materials included in their English course, and there were
several "humanities" courses at the twelfth grade level.
Most of these courses used novels and/or short stories as
the primary means to include something about the non-Western

world.

A large number of the respondents indicated that

they used poetry at some time, especially Haiku and Tanka,
and some also have utilized African myths and legends.
In art and music, it was indicated that there was some

4
attempt to include the non-Western world in these subjects,
.

.
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with the greater percentage in art.

There appeared to be

greater emphasis on the non-Wester n world in eleventh and
twelfth grade art and music courses than at the lower
levels

None of the respondents indicated that the non-Western

world was included in their foreign language instruction.
These teachers were also asked about their needs and,
in general, the replies coordinate with those of the cur-

riculum supervisors and the department chairmen.

Audio-

visual materials, curriculum guides, and supplementary readings were seen as the most important needs, with other

categories of in-service training and textbooks given almost equal importance.

Comparative Analysis
In looking at the three questionnaires together, there

are some interesting observations that can be made from the
data which was gathered through the survey.
1.

There was a discrepancy between the curriculum

supervisors and the department chairmen in the individual
schools on the value of the curriculum guides.

The super-

visors felt they were useful and, generally, the department

chairmen did not find them very useful.

This may be ex-

plained in part by the fact that many of the curriculum

materials emanated from the office of the superintendent
and are often designed by the curriculum supervisor.
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2.

Taking all the questionnaires returned and

analyzing the results in the "Courses Taught" section,
it is found that on the average most schools spend ten

weeks or more in their social studies curriculum dealing with
the non-Western world in some fashion.

This can be

broadly interpreted but there does appear to be a significant amount of attention given to this study.

A good

number of courses, one to two semesters long, dealt with
some aspect of the non-Westem world.
3

»

The strength of the responses concerning the place

of values, and value examination, in the study of non-

Western subjects is encouraging.

There was a significant

de-emphasis on the traditional textbook and factual mem-

orization model of learning about the non-Western world;
this implies that many schools would be open to a com-

parative cultures approach, or other innovative approaches.
4.

There was an indication that schools would be open

to the introduction of new methods and materials as well

as new approaches.

The "Needs" section of each of the

questionnaires showed the recognition of a need for new
materials and clearly illustrated that teachers and administrators had some definite ideas on what kind of materials

they needed.

As mentioned before, audio-visual and outside

resources headed this list, which emphasizes the general
lack of availability of these to most schools.
5.

While in-service training was not given the highest
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priority in any of the questionnaires, it was considered
important by a majority of the respondents.

The reluctance

for more in-service training may be an indication of the

quality of in-service programs and approaches many teachers have had in the past.
6.

There is little use of the team-teaching or teach-

ing aides in the schools.

In the case of team teaching,

especially, this means that the probability for any inter-

disciplinary work is reduced.

In-service activities should

take this into consideration.
7.

While some non-Western material is covered in the

humanities subjects in the high schools, the basic conclu-

sion drawn from the questionnaires is that it is pitifully
low.

The greatest activity is in the English or literature

area and is concentrated on novels and short stories.

Other

subjects such as art, music, and foreign languages receive
little or no attention in the curriculum.

CHAPTER IV

Materials and Resources
The purpose of this chapter is to direct teachers to-

ward some of the latest materials and resources on the non-

Western world.

This is not intended to be an exhaustive

bibliography, as that is available in the many resource
guides listed in this chapter.

It is,

indeed, intended

to highlight some of the latest and most innovative mater-

ials available, most of which are multi-disciplinary as well.

These materials have received praise from social studies

curriculum coordinating department chairmen and teachers
as to their effectiveness with an interest to students.

The use of "good” and

"

excellent" to describe the materI

ials is subjective and based on what others have reported
as well as this writer's experience with the materials and

their usefulness in the classroom.
The chapter is divided into three parts.

The first

section describes various high interest level materials,
both written and audio-visual, which direct the teacher and

students towards particular approaches and goals (e.g. in-

quiry approach to understand traditional values and rapid
changes in Africa).
gories*

This section has the following cate-

General non-Western, Africa, Asia, Latin America,

and The Middle East.
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The second section describes resource elides which

direct teachers to materials* techniques and approaches for

teaching about the various non-Western areas, with an emphasis on the newer modes of teaching the social sciences
in secondary school.

It is divided into the categories of

General* Africa, Asia and Latin America.
The third section is a listing of some agencies, or-

ganizations and universities where teachers and students
may write for additional information on each of the non-

Western areas.
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Part

I

i

Classroom Materials and Resources

General Non-Western Studies
1*

i

Tradition and Change in Four Societies . Richard
B. Ford, Edwin Fenton, general editor. Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, New York. 1968. 349 p.
Teacher Guide.

This book can be used with a general one-semester or
one year course in non-Western Studies or its individual

sections can be used with particular areas of the world, e.g.

"Chinese Communist Foreign Policy."

Instead of twenty or

thirty chapters written in chronological order by one or
two authors, the text has sixty-four readings arranged in

four units*

South Africa, China

India and Brazil.

— Traditional

and Communist,

Each reading contains an article or at

least one piece of source material taken from

a

newspaper,

magazine, book, government document or other publication.
An introduction, which connects one reading to another,
and study questions that alert the student to important

points and issues, precede the article or source material.
Maps accompany each unit as well as filmstrips, transpar-

encies and class handouts.

While there is little attempt

made to study the chronological history of the non-Western

world, each unit does provide a "sense" of historical under-

standing by analysis of the traditional society and the impact of Western ideas and institutions.

In addition, one

economic
major contemporary problem for each country, such as
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growth in India, race relations in South Africa and Brazil,
and totalitarianism in China.

Although the text with its

supplementary materials is designed to be a complete teaching unit, other materials

— reading

and audio-visual— should

be employed, otherwise even this interesting text might

become tedious and boring for the student.
2.

American Education Publications (AEP) Richard Tucker,

managing editor, et. al., American Education Publications,
Middletown, has a series of pamphlets which are challenging
to students in grades seven to twelve in learning about the

non-Western world.

Rather than a straight chronological

approach—these pamphlets use case studies to emphasize the
cultural, sociological, economic and political aspects of a

particular society.

In addition, a short historical descrip-

tion leads off each pamphlet to set the stage for a discus-

sion oriented session which leads students to inquire into
the nature of the people in a particular society.

These

pamphlets are intended for use with other materials and

supplement both traditional and inquiry materials.

The fol-

lowing is a list of those pamphlets which relate to the non-

Western world
Emerging Nations,
Africa
Colonial Kenya , 1969
Southeast Asia , 1969
/
Troubled A sian Giant, 1969.
Chin a
196b
Transition, 1Q
India and Pakistani Subc ontinent in
Asi a's Busy Isla nd Giant, 1969
Japan
Latin America , 19^9
The Middle East , 1969
i

<

i

fi
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3

•

Voices of Emerging Nations, Clinton E. Boutwell,
Leswing Communications (San Francisco) for Stone
Educational Publications (Chicago), 1971.
Teacher's Guide.

This is part of the Voices of Life series, a new multi-

media social science program for middle schools or the high

school low-achiever.

Each book is based upon the inquiry-

conceptual approach to the study of man, his society, and
his relationship to his environment.
In most cases the teacher will probably want to use
the Learning Units in the sequence in which they appear in

the text, but this sequence need not be followed and the

teacher's guide is quite flexible in this regard.

The guide

provides all the elements necessary for a complete program

including behavioral objectives, sample lesson plans and

background information for the teacher.

The readings are

of high interest to the student and include case studies
of people, situations and experiences, which encourage stu-

dents to examine the values and various cultural aspects of
the people.
4.

Case Studies in World Geography ,
People and Places
Rand McNally
M. W. Dybeck.
Bell,
J.
Rushby,
J. G.
Guide.
Teachers
1970.
Chicago.
& Co.,
t

This series is divided into five books, each with a

number of studies.

Book

I

consists of a series of case

studies from widely diverse areas of the world

— including

the Soviet Union, China, North Africa, sub-Sahara Africa,

Latin America, Japan, India and the Middle East.

It presents
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real people in actual places to describe
man and his relationship to his environment. Book I has
sixteen studies,

where the population density is relatively low
and where
the inter-relationships between man and his
environment can
be discovered.
In Books 2 and 3 (each with eight studies)
the population density is moderate, while in Books 4 and

5

(also with eight studies each) the population density is

high and the underlying factors complex.

However, while

population density is a theme, it does not necessarily determine the course, but acts instead as an aid to the

teacher and student.

African Area
1.

:

Through African Eyes
Cultures in Change ,
volumes, Leon E. Clark, Praeger, New York.
Teachers Guide.
*

6

1969.

These excellent texts represent a major effort to break

away from tradition-bound historically oriented materials.
Instead, they provide an exciting cultural, value-oriented

approach and stimulating materials and ideas for teachers
and students.

Teachers and students who have used these

texts are lavish in their praise as reported by teachers
in the schools.

These texts, along with the teachers* guide,

replete with lesson plans, suggestions for using supple-

mentary and audio-visual materials, and a good bibliography,
direct the students with their teachers toward some basic goals*
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— To begin where the student
his own life experiences.
— To give the student
a feel

is; drawing on

for what he is
studying rather than a mere description; hence
the use of primary source material.
To focus on only the most important realities
of Africa, making no attempt to • cover* the
area, which is both impossible and detrimental
to sound learning.
--To teach the process of analysis as well as
content, using the latter as a necessary ingredient of the former.
To teach values that tend to (1) break down
Western stereotypes of Africa, (2) eliminate
ethno-centricism, and (3) help students examine
societies objectively.
--To find data that is so interesting and rich
that they will (1) attract the student *s attention and (2) yield generalizations and concepts
that will be useful in studying all cultures
and societies.
—To encourage the use of the inductive (discovery,
developmental) approach to classroom teaching.
—To employ the various disciplines of the social
sciences in examining Africa and in giving students the tools of analysis. 1

—

—

This approach does not rely on exposition which supplies ready-made or neat answers for students.

Rather, it

uses primary source materials which lead students, through

stimulating discussions, to their own conclusions.

In-

stead, then, of the inculcation of factual material,

students learn concepts which become useful in understanding all societies, including their own.

•^Leon E.

Clark, o£. cit .

,

p. v.
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2.

World Studies Inquiry Series . Africa by
Stephen Marvin. This is one of the books in
the series by the World Studies Inquiry project,
John V. Michaelis and Robin J. McKeown, codirectors, University of California/Berkeley.
Publisher Field Education Publications, Inc.,
San Francisco, 1969.

—

This series is the result of a project through the
Office of Education (Dept. HEW) and each book

Asia ,

Latin America

)

(

Africa

.

is designed to meet the needs of

middle and secondary students who have reading difficulties or who are "turned-off" by traditional textbooks.

The

books are multi-disciplinary and include most of the social

sciences as well as the humanities such as philosophy.

There

is an excellent teachers' guide which helps provide a more

flexible role for the teacher and students in a discussionoriented classroom.

While the series has a 5th grade reading level, it also
has a very high interest level and lends itself quite well
to a 10th grade educationally handicapped class as well as

to individual "problem readers."
The readings draw their interest from human situations

written in biographical or autobiographical style and include background information to place the story in social
or political perspective.

3.

Films and other audio-visual materials

.

The list

Africa
of available films, filmstrips, records, etc., on

continues to grow year after year.

However, few of these

of the
provide real insight into cultural values and life
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people.

The overwhelming majority of these materials are

straight narrative, "telling" the student about something,

rather than encouraging students to ask questions.

narrative variety, two excellent films are*

Of the

The River Nile

,

a National Geographic film (color, 55 minutes) which traces

the course and history of that great river and Africa in

Change

i

Continent of Africa , an Encyclopedia Brittanica

film (color, 22 minutes) gives the students a good intro-

duction and describes the various aspects of African life
and some of the changes occurring in contemporary African

societies.

Of the non-narrative variety there are several

excellent films

i

African Village Life Films is a series

of eleven color films produced by Julien Bryan and the In-

ternational Film Foundation, 475 Fifth Avenue, Room 916,
New York, N.Y. 10017, ranging in length from 7-17 minutes

and all without narration.

The films come without explica-

tive material and provide students with a valuable oppor-

tunity to observe almost first-hand, the life of the peoples
of Mali

— particularly

the Bozo and Dogon people

— to

discover

their own questions about these people, and to answer some
of them from their own observations.

Included are Daily

Life of the Bozo , Fishing on the Niger River

Boat , Building a House , Herding Cattle

,

Building, a

.

An excellent film that has some narration is Africa
Place,
is My Home , Atlantis Productions, 894 Sheffield

Thousand Oaks, Calif., 91360.

Atlantis has a series of
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excellent films and Africa

is

My Home is one of the best.

It portrays the life of a young Ibo
girl of Nigeria caught

between the conflict of traditional and modern
life styles.
Another excellent film, produced by the BBC-TV,
is

called White Africa (40 minutes, black & white)
and is an
honest, engrossing documentary which actually enters
the

mind of a white South African.

defense of the Apartheid policy*

We hear his arguments in

that he is historically

justified in claiming ownership of the land? that blacks

are inferior.

This film will disturb many and elicit much

discussion.

There are excellent filmstrips, records, slides and
tapes which are listed elsewhere in this handbook and are

intended to encourage students to raise questions and ex-

perience some aspect of African life.

Two such filmstrip/

record sets by EMC Corporation of New York in a number of

ways meet those requirements*

African Cliff Dwellers* The Dogon People of Mali
This is a case study with a unique and informative
look at an agricultural people of West Africa whose
pattern of living is strongly affected by their
religious beliefs. Both the photography and sound
reproduction are excellent.
.

Zanjafrica* A Study in Interaction and Interdependence
This is an excellent set including six color sound
filmstrips with records or cassettes. Along with a
teacher's guide this set provides an in-depth anthropological study of the peoples of Coastal East Africa
and the country of Kenya.
4.

Literature.

Whether the course is integrated with

.
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the humanities or not, novels about Africa can be an ex-

citing stimulus for a student.
such as Chinua Achebe
and Arrow of God

)

(

Novels by African writers

Things Fall Apart

and Cyprian Ekwensi

(

,

No Longer at Ease

People of the City

have been used with great success in the classroom.
by Alan Paton

Turnbull

(

(

)

Novels

Cry, The Beloved Country ) and books by Colin

The Lonely African and The Forest People

)

also are

excellent for the classrooms as they provide insight into
the lives, fears, hopes, and aspirations of the African peoples.

Asian Area
1.

t

The Asian Studies Inquiry Program , John V.
Michaelis and Robin J. McKeowen, co-ordinators
and co-directors of the Asian Studies Curriculum
Project, University of California/Berkeley.
Publisher— Field Educational Publications, Inc.,
San Francisco, 1969.

These interesting inquiry materials were developed as
part of an Office of Education (Dept. HEW) project and rep-

resent the latest ideas in Asian Studies Inquiry concepts.
The series is multi-disciplinary and incorporates art,

literature, religion, philosophy, history, sociology,

geography, government, economics, and their inter-relationships
in Asian life.

The fifteen booklets are arranged in three

clusters *

Cluster

I«

Asian Thought

••Confucianism and Taoism"

"Buddhism"
"Chinese Painting"
"Chinese Popular Fiction"
"Ghandi"
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Cluster

Hi

Asian Life

"East Meets West"
"Mao Tse' tung and the Chinese Revolution"
"Life in Communist China"
"Modernization in Japan"
"China and the United States"

Cluster IIIi

Traditional Patterns of Asian Life

"Man and His Environment in Asia"
"Food and Survival in Asia"
"Man and Woman in Asia"
"Class and Caste in Village India"
"Cultural Patterns in Asian Life"
A comprehensive teacher's guide helps to direct the

classroom activities and enables the teacher to play a more
flexible role.
Each booklet starts with an introduction which focuses
on a particular problem or topic; there follows a series
of short readings which present information usually in the

form of a case study, autobiographical sketch, newspaper
or magazine article, or other first hand report; then there
is a series of questions which help to direct classroom or

group discussion of the topic.
While the materials were designed for use in a tenth
grade World History course, it can be used with great success with ninth graders or above average middle-school age

students, as well as seniors.

Given the flexibility of

the materials this could be used in a one-semester course
on Asia, along with student projects and audio-visual materials, and would make an exciting option for juniors or

seniors in high school.
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2.

World Studies Inquiry Series

Daniel Birch, et. al.

Like Africa

,

,

op, eit

.,

Asia by

this high interest

rather easy reading book can be used with great flexibility
in the classroom at both the middle and secondary levels.

It,

too, is multi-disciplinary and based upon inquiry concepts.

Besides helping students to become more aware of their own

situation through the study of another culture, students
learn to use the tools of the social sciences in analyzing
and applying data.

3.

There are some excellent film and filmstrip/records/

tapes that have recently been produced which provide insight
into a culture instead of just giving a quick overview, and

which can be used with much greater flexibility than the
older more traditional variety of audio-visual materials.
One such film is Japan , a Cultural Studies Film by Scott,

Foresman Documentary Films.

This is a new film and part

of a series being produced which focuses on the people of
a single country or cultural area.

The film centers on

their life style, incidents in their daily lives, happenings in which they are involved.

It provides un-posed

views and interviews giving students the opportunity to
see and listen to ordinary people engaged in their daily

pursuits
Another film, while not new, still ranks as one of the
best yet made about China.

documentary made in 1966.

It is Inside Red—Ch_ina, a CBS TV

It is in color and 51 minutes
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long and available through most educational
film dis-

tributers.

The film examines the daily lives of Chinese

people showing life in a farm commune, the interior of a

middle class home, a steel mill and some of the school
activities.

The film was made during the rise of the

militant Red Guard by CBS in conjunction with foreign
journalists and photographers and Han Su Yen, the well-

known Chinese authoress.
A series of beautiful color films on Asia produced by

the BBC-TV and available through Odyssey Productions in-

clude the areas of China, Ceylon, Southeast Asia, Malaysia
and Japan.

There is also available from the same company

a film on Nehru (54 minutes, black & white), and a film

entitled Born Chinese (57 minutes, black & white) which is

about the daily life of the Lung family and a study of the
Chinese character.
4.

There are many good books

fiction and non-fiction

that could be used successfully in an Asian Studies program

such as The Good Earth and other books by Pearl Buck about
China.

The Resource Guide on Teaching About Asia lists

many such books.

One particular book stands out as an ex-

cellent choice for India

— it

is At Home in India by Cynthia

Bowles, daughter of Chester Bowles, who was ambassador to

India for many years.

She was a teenager when she wrote

the book and students will easily be able to identify with

this very sensitive autobiography.
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Latin American Area

*

Compared to the African and Asian areas, there

is a

lack of good materials for use in secondary schools on

Latin America.

The great majority of new materials direct

themselves to the primary and middle grades
grades 5-7

— particularly

Some of these materials would be excellent for

•

problem readers in high school.

As for the more able read-

ers, the materials already described on Latin America are

excellent*

the section on Brazil entitled "Race Relations

in Brazil" from Tradition and Change in Four Societies is

available in paperback with a teacher's guide; Latin America
(AEP )series

) ,

Voices of Emerging Nations , People and Places

Case Studies in World Geography

*

.

In addition there are some excellent new materials*

1.

Inter-American Studies* Latin America and Inter Scott, Foresman & Co.,
American Studies* Mexico
.

New York, 1971.

These recent books consist of Modular Learning Units

which direct students toward understanding by the use of the
tools of inquiry, or concepts, of seven social studies dis-

ciplines

—history,

geography, economics, sociology, anthro-

pology, government and psychology.

In a special section on

tools of
activities at the end of each unit, students apply the
faced by Latin
inquiry for an investigation of the many problems

American countries.

Included, also, is a glossary of terms.
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tables of facts, biographical information,
etc.
2.

Another book from Scott, Foresman is Latin
America
Reform or Revolution Carl H. Madden,
Curriculum Resources, Inc., 1963.
i

.

This is from the series "Area Studies in Economic

Progress," which also includes the areas of China, Japan,
India, Middle East and sub-Sahara Africa.

The material in

this book is planned around a problems approach.

Current

economic problems are first introduced to encourage student

motivation and to sustain a good level of interest.

This

approach enables students to determine and discuss the relative significance of custom and tradition, amount and quality of basic productive resources, political, social and

educational opportunities that have helped or hindered
economic progress up to the present time.

Sufficient an-

alysis in-depth is given to enable students to speculate on
the outcome if alternative programs and policies had been

followed •
3.

Like

World Studies Inquiry Series , op, cit ., Latin America
by Alfred Jamieson.

Africa

and

Asia

this is an easy reading, high

interest level book designed for the problem reader or

"turned-off” student.

Like the others it, too, is multi-

disciplinary and helps the students examine their own values
and situations through looking at a collection of twenty-five

studies on Latin America and discussing its implications on

Latin America and themselves.
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The St ory of Latin America is another Field
Social Studies Program book by Peter Greco
and Phillip Bacon. Field Education Publishers, Inc., San Francisco, 1970.

While this book was designed for sixth grade, its in-

quiry concepts, its emphasis on values and problem-solving
makes it an excellent book to be used with older students,

especially those with reading difficulties.

It has an ex-

cellent teacher's guide which helps the teacher to provide

an exciting flexible program.
5

*

of date.

Most of the films on Latin America are old, or out
Of the newer films, few add any enrichment.

those few, the NBC-TV has produced five.

Of

Like the others

already mentioned these have been produced with Odyssey
Productions in New York, are beautifully photographed in
color and 25 minutes long.

They portray the customs, cul-

tures and traditions of Brazil, Guatamala, Haiti, Peru.

Another film from the Cultural Studies Film series by
Scott, Foresman Documentary Films is Mexico .

Like the film,

Japan , it centers on the people of Mexico, their life style,
incidents in their daily lives and provides insight into
the culture of Mexico.

Perhaps the best audio-visual material so far available
on Latin America is Latin America Today
10 LP records and teacher's manual).

able individually by title.

.

(20 filmstrips,

They are also avail-

Multi-Media Productions, Social
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Studies School Service# 1000 Culver Blvd.# Culver City,
Calif., 90230.

This is a series of sound filmstrips pre-

senting various themes which have shaped Latin American
history and its social, political, economic development and
the relationship of Latin American nations to the rest of
the world.

Inquiry and discovery techniques are used to

encourage the student to view Latin America not as an isolated region but as part of the mainstream of World History.
6.

One book that students should read is The
Children of Sanchez, Autobiography of a Mexican
Family, by Oscar Lewis. Vintage Books. New York.
1961.

This very sensitive portrayal of Mexican people has

been acclaimed the world over and would make an excellent

addition to a Latin American Studies program.

Middle Eastern Area

1.

i

Curriculum Materials on the Middle East , by Robert
Pearson, Center for International Education, School
of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts, 1972, 473 P» Teacher's Guide.

This is the most interesting and thorough material yet

encountered on the Middle East for use in the classroom.
The approach is through "Middle Eastern Eyes" and does not

attempt to "cover" this diverse area, but instead is designed to stimulate questions and discussions enabling students to inquire into the nature of cultures ranging from

Christian Arabs in Lebannon to Moslem City dwellers in Cairo,
to Jewish farmers in Israel.

This is done through the use

B1

of articles, case studies, stories, biographical
and auto-

biographical sketches and critical incidents.
is divided into four Teaching Units*

Middle East*

The material

"The Family in the

Tradition and Change"; "The Process of Modern-

ization in the Middle East"; "Colonialism, Nationalism and

Revolution in the Middle East"; "Life on Kibbutz in Israel."
The well-planned teachers guide provides continuity and val-

uable lesson plans for teaching a unit or course on the
Middle East.

Laidlaw Foreign Relations Series , Laidlaw Brothers,
River Forest, Illinois, 1967.

2.

The Laidlaw Series book on the Middle East is a good
one and demonstrates the complexities of the area from the

standpoint of American policy.

After giving background in-

formation on the area in general, a case study is presented on Yemen

—

specifically whether or not the United States

should recognize a new revolutionary government in Yemen.
The big power interests in the Middle East are clearly pre-

sented, and the complexity of the decision amply demon-

strated

3

.

.

The Middle East , American Educational Publications (AEP ) Middletown, Connecticut » 1969

This short paperback includes good background material
on the Middle East as well as case studies designed to bring
out current cultural dilemmas in the Middle East.

studies like "Should Girls Go To School?

Case

A Prince Wonders
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brinp; out the tensions on traditional
cultural values that

industrialization has brought to the Middle East.
a bit ethnocentric

,

Though

this booklet gives a reasonable over-

view of modern life in the area.
Films, filmstrips, records, tapes

.

Two interesting

films on the Middle East are full-length commercial films.
The Ba ttle of Algiers , a film that has aroused much contro-

versy, available in both 16mm and 35mm, is a moving story of
the Algerians resistance movement against the French.
of Clay ,

is a beautifully photographed

Ramparts

(in color) story of a

labor strike in a tiny village in Tunisia using the actual

villagers as actors.
Other films on Middle Eastern countries are available

free of charge from Middle Eastern embassies.

A beautiful

color film of the annual pilgrimage to Mecca via camel,

ship and airplane is available from the Saudi Arabian embassy.
For films such as this, write to the various embassies for

their film lists.
An interesting and inexpensive film to rent on Morocco
is Chaoui Faces His

Future (color; 20 minutes) available

from Universal Education and Visual Arts, 221 Park Ave. South,
New York, N.Y.

This is the story of a young Moroccon boy from

a village going to school in a town for the first time.
is

There

also a fine CBS documentary on Morocco entitled In The

Name of Allah available through local TV stations.

Many

schools, of course, also have film catalogues listing films
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on particular countries or topics.

Middle Eastern music adds another dimension to various kinds of presentations on the Middle East.

A variety

of Middle Eastern records are available from
Folkways Records

and Service Corp., 165 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.

Audiotapes are also available and provide a change of
pace on the study of the Middle East.

Middle East, including "Kemal Attaturk

Many tapes on the

— Westernizer

of a

Middle East Country" and "Among the Bedouin Arabs" are

available from the National Tape Repository, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
5.

There are some high-interest level books

— fiction

and non-f iction--that can be used as the core of a Middle

Eastern studies program or as supplementary material.

The

best of these is a paperback Guests of the Sheik by Elizabeth

Fermea, (Doubleday and Co., 1969 ).

This is the story told

with keen cultural insight, of an American woman’s
acceptance into the life of village women in Iraq.
fun and easy reading.

It is

Another good book is Life in a Turkish

Village by Joe E. Pierce (Case Studies in Cultural Anthropology, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1964).

This

book describes a Turkish village from the standpoint of

Turkish boy, Mahmud.

a

An excellent collection of short stor-

ies exemplifying modern cultural themes is Modern Arabic

Short Stories, translated by Johns on-Davies (Oxford University
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Press, 1967).

The translations are clear and represent

some of the be 3 t short stories written in modern Arabic.

An excellent booklet on the Arab-Israeli crisis

is

Search

for Peace in the Middle East , the results of a three year

study by the American Friends Service Committee, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

I
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Part
A

•

Hi

Resource Guides and Materials

General

An excellent source of available materials, information on how to use these materials, their costs, etc.,

is

available in the Social Studies Curriculum Materials Data

Book produced by the Social Science Education Consortium,
Inc., Boulder, Colorado, 80302.

This Data Book is a compilation of the various social

studies projects undertaken at various colleges and universities around the country and a description of the materials
that were a result of those projects.

Also included are

materials from the Education Development Center, Inc.,
and the Educational Research Council of America.

The Data

Book includes project materials, textbooks and games and
simulations for use in kindergarten through grade 12.

B

.

Africa
1

.

Africa, South of the Sahara
A Resource and
Curriculum Guide , Barry K. Beyer and Percy
Hicks. Thomas A. Crowell Co., Inc., 1969*Paper.
1

Dr. Beyer is assistant professor of history and direc-

tor of Projects Africa at Carnegie-Mellon University, Pitts-

burg, Pennsylvania, 15213.

This book includes a study of

professional literature on sub-Saharan Africa, guidelines
and strategies for setting-up courses, a survey of student

attitudes and understandings about sub-Sahara Africa and its
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peoples , pre- and post-tests to measure what students al-

ready know, or think they do, and how attitudes have changed
as a result of study.

Also included is a fully annotated

listing of over 600 written and audio-visual classroom materials, including a separate listing of those most highly

recommended.

There is also a listing of agencies, embassies

and trade organizations representing sub-Saharan Africa.
2

Studying Africa in Elementary and Secondary Schools
Leonard Kenworthy, Teachers College, Columbia University, 2nd. ed. 1965# Paper.

.

A bibliography of available resources for the class-

room study of Africa, as well as some suggestions for
curriculum development.

Not as comprehensive as Beyer’s

book

3.

Africa in the Curriculum Beryle Banfield, New York*
Edward Blyden Press, 19&8 , Paper
,

Most of the book is devoted to the kind of background

information which classroom teachers who intend to teach
about Africa will find very useful*

ancient empires and

heroes; independence movements and their leaders; social

institutions and traditions; and the traditional arts.

The

last chapter suggests specific learning activities.
4.

The African Experience , John Paden and Edward Soja,
Eds., Chicago* Northwestern University Press, 1970.

two
This is a recently published four volume (the first

Essays (Vol. I)*
are available in paperback) set which includes
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a Syllabus

(Vol.

II) a Guide to Materials

extensive Bibliography (Vol. IIIB).

useful functions
er? and two,

i

(Vol. IIIA) and an

This set serves two

one, it provides background for the teach-

it helps the teacher to organize a course on

Africa

C

.

Asia
1•

Preparation of Teaching Guides and Materials on
Asian Countries For Use In Grades 1-12
United
States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau of Research,
.

1969, 312 p.

John V. Michaelis was responsible for the preparation
of this extremely useful book which provides guidelines for

including Asian Studies in the curriculum.

It includes

specific guidelines for preparing materials at both the

elementary and secondary levels.

There are examples of

units on China, Japan and India and lists of objectives and

ways of obtaining them.

The emphasis is toward an inquiry

discovery--conceptual approach and heavy emphasis is upon
the use of materials found in the Asian Studies Inquiry

Program.

Also included is an outline for a course on Asia

and test data on selected units.

This is the most compre-

hensive Asian studies curriculum guide so far encountered.

D.

Latin America
1.

Development of Guidelines and Resource Materials
Final
on Latin America for Use in Grades 1-12
Conroy,
B.
Clark C. Gill and William
Report
.

.
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Texas University, Austin, Texas. Office of
Education, Dept, of HEW, Washington, D.C.,
Bureau of Research, 1969.
This represents the most thorough and newest guide
so

far developed on Latin America, especially at the secondary
level.

It is not as comprehensive as the Asian guide de-

veloped at Berkeley but it will be extremely useful to the
teacher in developing a Latin American Studies Program.
The project consisted of the preparation, field testing and evaluation of instructional materials for use in

grades 1-12.

It is interdisciplinary and involves not only

the social sciences but the humanities such as art and music.
At the secondary level the guide is designed for grades
8-12.

It assists the teacher in structuring a four to five

week unit, as a unit in United States History, as a semester
unit in Latin American Studies, Contemporary Inter-American

Relations or Contemporary Latin America.
2

.

Teaching About Latin America in Secondary School
An Annotated Guide to Instructional Resources,
Bulletin No. 2, 1967.

1

This is one of five bulletins to come out of the Texas

University project on Latin America by Clark C. Gill and

William B. Conroy.

It represents a selected annotated bib-

liography of current teaching materials (textbooks, supple-

mentary books, pamphlets, sources of films and filmstrips,
and sources of free and inexpensive materials) on Latin

America for secondary schools.

It is the only such guide
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available and along with the just mentioned Final Report
on the Latin American project, the teacher will have a

valuable resource for designing a Latin American Studies

program in high school.
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Part III*
A.

General

—

2.
!•

Additional Information

non-Westem material as well as material on
a specific area, i.e., Africa, Asia, Latin
America, Middle East.

UNA/USA (United Nations Association of the United
States) 833 United Nations Plaza, New York, N. Y.
10017
UNESCO, Place de Fontenoy, Paris 7, France

B.

3*

Center for International Education, School of
Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Mass.
01002

4.

Diffusion Project, Social Studies Development
Center, 1129 Atwater, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana
47401

5«

World Studies Inquiry Series Project, Dept, of
Education, Sproal 1223, Riverside, Calif. 94105

Specific Area

.

Africa

1.

Project Africa, Barry K. Beyer, director. CarnegieMellon University, Pittsburg, Penn. 15213

2.

The African-American Institute, 866 United Nations
10017
Plaza, New York, N. Y.

3.

African Studies Center, University of California
90024
at Los Angeles (UCLA) Los Angeles, Calif.
African Studies Association, Shiftman Center,
Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.

4.
C

—

Asia
1.

Asian Studies Curriculum Projects, School of
Education, Tolman Hall, University of California,
Berkeley, Calif.

2.

Asian Studies Project, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio

3

.

94720

43210

The Asian Society, 122 E. 64th Street, New York,
N. Y.
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4.

The Japan Society, 250 Park Avenue, New York,
N. Y.

5.

D.

E.

National Committee on U.S. -China Relations,
777 U.N. Plaza, New York, N. Y.
10017

Latin America
1.

Latin America Project, Texas University, Austin,
Texas

2.

Center for Inter-Amer ican Relations, 680 Park
Ave., New York, N. Y.

3»

Organization of American States, 19th Street and
Constitution Avenue, Washington, D. C. 20006

4.

The Embassy in Washington of a particular country in Latin America.

Middle East
1.

American Friends of the Middle East, 1605 New
Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009

2.

Institute for Mediterranean Affairs, 1078 Madison
10028
Ave., New York, N. Y.

3

Middle East Institute, 1761 N. Street, N.W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036

.

4.

The Embassy in Washington of a particular country
in the Middle East.

CHAPTER V

Major Efforts in Secondary In-Service Programs

with a Non-Western Dimension
It appears that a correlation can be drawn between

the lack of good non-Western studies programs in the sec-

ondary schools and the inadequate preparation of teachers
in this area.

While there have been major efforts in in-

service programs to improve non-Western studies in the public
schools, few have met the needs of teachers who seek ways
to effectively teach about the non-Western world.

1

Major efforts here refer to those efforts undertaken

primarily by the United States Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, operating through

colleges and universities, state departments of education
and local school districts.

Also considered as major

efforts are some programs undertaken by state and local

districts, independent of the Office of Education, and

private organizations which have also played a major role
in sponsoring non-Western in-service programs.

There are,

and have been, of course, hundreds or even thousands of

in-service programs directed toward improving the teaching

-^-

Project Impact , op. cit
92

.,

pp. 81-82.
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of non-Western studies in secondary school.

These programs

would have been conducted at the local school level
and
known only to those who organized and participated in the
programs.

There is no way to know what effect, if any,

this has had on the teaching of non-Western studies in
the schools, other than to probably promote the need for

more such programs

I

•

Major Efforts by the Federal Government

Of all the efforts by the federal government far

and away the most extensive one was the National Defense

Education Act summer institute program.

Authorized by

fK-

Title XI of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of
1958, summer institute programs were established to improve

the quality of teaching and to provide training for educa-

tional personnel in order to help meet
in numerous disciplines."

3

M critical

shortages

To accomplish these goals,

the well-accepted plan which provided "unparalleled training opportunities for thousands of school teachers was

organized.

At the same time, hundreds of college pro-

fessors of diverse disciplines were brought into the

^James M. Becker and Howard D. Mehlinger (eds.).
International Dimensions in the Social Studies (Washington,
National Council for the Social Studies, 1968).
D .C
.

3

4

Project Impact , op. cit
Ibid., p. 1.

.
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business of training school teach ers.^
The first institutes were held in 1959, and social

studies subjects were added to the approved fields in
1964.

NDEA institutes, and the later Educational Per-

sonnel Development Act (EPDA) institutes have existed in
six social studies areas*

history, geography, civics,

economics, and international affairs.

Although 1968 was

the first year for institutes specifically designated as

international affairs, there had been a number of programs
prior to 1968 with a non-Western dimension.

In Asian

studies, for example, the summer of 1966 had 18 institutes

devoted to some aspect of Asian studies.^

Secondary school teachers who attended institutes in
1967 had a wide variety of programs from which to choose.

For example, NDEA institutes in history included some 30

programs classified under the subheading of "World History
and Foreign Areas," ranging from area studies (e.g. Latin

America, East and South Asia) to special topics such as

History of Islamic Civilization and the Middle East to
political or social problems such as Minorities in the

Modern

World."'*

In addition, 1967 institutes in civics

5 Ibid.

^

Focus on Asian Studies (Columbus, Ohio* Service
Center for Teachers of Asian Studies, Association for Asian
Studies, Ohio State University, Winter, 1973) » P* 1*
?James M. Becker and Howard Mehlinger, op, cit

.,

p.

26l.
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included several studies relating to international
affairs,
such as Developing Nations, Comparative Communist
Studies,
and Southeast Asia.

Geography, too, was included in some

institutes that treated non— Western areas. ^

The year

1968 saw a decline in the overall number of institutes

but there were still several held which were similar to

those in 1966 and I967. 9
was 1969.

The last year of the institutes

Summer programs after this date were no longer

part of the original summer NDEA institutes.

Typically, summer institutes enrolled about 40 teachers who were given daily instruction for six to eight weeks.

Two or three courses were generally offered in addition to
a workshop covering discussions of instructional methods

and materials.

The institutes often concentrated on a

common subject matter theme, a set of general problems,
or addressed themselves to articulating some of the in-

structional strategies specific to a discipline.

10

For

the most part, the courses were organized to present new

material to teachers who had already been well-trained,
instead of concentrating on remedial upgrading of poorly

prepared teachers. 1

R

Ibld

.

.

9 Ibid

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.

p.

-1

261-62.
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Project Impact 12 was a comprehensive examination and

evaluation of the NDEA summer institutes.

The project was

a large-scale effort to obtain data which would aid in

arriving at an evidence-based judgement concerning the
effectiveness of the program.

The strategy was to mount

a three-pronged attack on the basic question of the effec-

tiveness of the institute program.

Project

1

focused on

participants and institute staff, assessed attitudes and
opinions concerning the effectiveness of the institutes.

Project

2

sought to measure pre- to post-institute changes

in the participants.

Project

3

was intended to assess the

influence of the institutes on the host academic institutions.

The report presents a wealth of detail on all three

projects, conclusions as to the effectiveness of the in-

stitutes and recommendations on any future programs.

While the rationale for conducting the institutes was

essentially sound, the conclusions were that many institutes' curricula were too demanding.

That is, from the

comments and performance of the teachers who participated,
their past knowledge was not readily linked to the new,

unfamiliar information and techniques of the institute program, in order for learning to be efficient.

This is not

to imply that the participants were not capable of achiev-

ing at the high level that many of the institutes had set.

-^ O-p. cit

.
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Some, indeed, did, and many others could
have, had the

conditions been more favorable.
There were a number of shortcomings of the institutes.
First, it would have made more sense to determine what

teachers felt they should have studied than to depend on
the proposers* impressions of what should have been of

concern to the teachers.

The educational objectives and

the interests of teachers were at variance with those of

faculty members and directors.

Furthermore, attempts on

the part of the staff and directors to perceive the needs
of teachers were generally inaccurate.

Second, the programs were often not relevant to a

major or significant part of what the participants taught,
and materials used were not related for use in the class-

room.

Third, there was not sufficient flexibility to allow

individual participants to do some independent reading and
study within the framework of the program.

Often, there

were rigid schedules and arbitrary assignments restricting
the motivation of many teachers.
Of course, not all institutes suffered from these

drawbacks.

There were some institutes which did respond to

some of the needs of the participants.

One such institute

on Latin America was conducted at Rutgers University in

New Jersey, summer, 1967

.

This was a six-week program with
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44 participants from both suburban and inner-city schools.

The participants admitted that the institute had changed
them.
one.

"I’ve been forced to re-examine my beliefs," said
"It’s been a difficult experience, a threatening

experience.

But it*s done me a lot of good."^

Others

expected that the institute would change what they taught
and even the way they taught.

"Students can be more ob-

jective about problems someplace else, and then, using

these as examples, apply the same objectivity to problems
at

home."^
The directors of the institute, in their evaluation,

saw both positive and negative results.

They believed that

the positive attributes consisted of the several approaches

used as teaching models, the introduction of books, films
and other sources of information useful in the classroom,
and working individually with the participants on topics

relevant to their abilities, needs, and interest in teaching
in their schools.

1

^Fred Stoffel, "Teachers at a History Institute Discover Latin America," American Education (February, 1968),
pp. 19-21.

•^ Ibid

. ,

p.

20.

p.

21.

15 Ibid.

16

Ibid

. ,
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On the negative side, it was believed that the sep-

aration of content and methods helped to perpetuate the
false notion that all teachers need is more content

more knowledge of Latin America

—

—

in order to be better

teachers

Perhaps the greatest weakness of the summer institute

programs was the heavy emphasis on disseminating content
knowledge.

An institute attended by this writer relied

primarily on subject knowledge.

It was an eight-week in-

stitute on Developing Nations of the World held at San Jose

State College in California in the summer of 1968.

It

consisted of predominantly a string of college professors
lecturing day after day on some area of the non-Western
world.

This institute conformed precisely to the findings

of Project Impact, and doubtfully made any appreciable dif-

ference in the way the participants conducted their classrooms

.

However, a feature of the NDEA summer institutes most

often appreciated by the participants and considered exceedingly beneficial, was the opportunity to exchange ideas with

fellow teachers, institute staff members, and visiting specialists.

Yet, little attention had been given to this func-

tion in the planning and execution of institute programs.

1 ^ Ibid

l8 Ibid

.

18
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There was, however, widespread enthusiastic
acceptance
of summer institutes.

Participants, in particular, felt

that attending a summer institute was a stimulating
and
rewarding experience. 19 It was, after all, a complete

break from teaching in a generally relaxed atmosphere with
other teachers, and there was payment for this as well!
There have been and continue to be occasional fed-

erally funded in-service programs for secondary teachers

which devote a major portion to the non-Western world.
However, the NDEA summer institutes were the last major

thrust into this area by the federal government.

II

.

Major Efforts by State Government

Many state offices of education have been involved in

implementing non-Western studies programs in the schools.
A few states like New York, Pennsylvania and California

have made major efforts in this direction.

New York, par-

ticularly, stands out among all the states in their attempts
to internationalize the curriculum of the schools in the

state.

The Center for International Programs and Comparative

Studies, the University of the State of New York, The State
20
Education Department, has been the prime mover in that effort.

19 Proiect Impact , on, cit

.,

p.

82.

"^Norman Abramowitz, "The Dimensions of International
Education in New York State” (Albany* Center for International Programs and Comparative Studies, New York State Education Department, February 1970), p. 18.
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In I960, the New York State Board of
Regents stated

that "the proper dimensions of general
education in our
schools and colleges are global in nature." 2
'1

'

By 1962

summer conferences and workshops in non-Western
areas were
being conducted and sponsored by the state for
elementary
and secondary school teachers and supervisors. 22 And
by

1968, 124 conferences and workshops had been held during

the summer, spring, fall, winter and academic year, all with

the goal of bringing a non-Western dimension into the classroom.

^

It was during this period that the State of New

York mandated non-Western studies in the schools.

The Cur-

riculum Development Center of the State Department of Ed-

ucation has revised the social studies curriculum to allow
for the study of several non-Western civilizations around

general themes or conceptually based understandings which
could be useful for the comparison of a variety of cultures,

including our own.

The study of Latin America is mandated

in the fifth grade, the Middle East and North Africa in the
.

sixth grade and Asia and Africa in the ninth grade.

21

24

In

Investments in the Futures The Regents Proposals
for the Expansion and Improvement of Education in New York
State, 1961 (Albany* University of the State o£ New York,
I966)! p. £9.
22

Abramowitz, op. cit .. Appendix II.

23 Ibid

24

.

Ibid., p. 3«
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addition, non-Wester n electives are available for
students
in the tenth, eleventh and twelfth grades

25

In in-service education, some of the programs have

included a two-phased summer experience for art and music

teachers on the art and music of Africa south of the Sahara,

during which one summer session was spent in classroom study
in the United States and a subsequent summer (1969) in

Africa.

In cooperation with Syracuse University and the

U.S. Office of Education, a two-phased institute on the

Indian sub-continent has been in progress since 1962.

In

the second summer, a major portion of the participants are

transported to India for seven weeks of study.

The India

phase is under the direction of the Educational Resources

Center in New Delhi, an agency of the New York State Education Department.

Other institutes in recent years have

included the topics of Comparative Economic Development of
India and China, The Black and African Component of American
History, and a specific program for ninth grade social studies teachers on African Studies.

2^

The Syracuse South Asia program is an example of an

innovative approach to in-service education and has demonstrated its usefulness to teachers whose professional

25

Ibid.

26 Ibid.

,

p.

4.
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responsibilities include not only teaching about India in
the ninth grade social studies syllabus but also gaining

insights and concepts that can be utilized in the teaching
of art, music and the humanities as well as American his-

tory and foreign policy.

Under the general theme of "modernization" the overseas

component focuses on four major sub-themes; the problems of
urbanization, of agricultural change through technological
reform, the Indian novel as a form of social documentation
and the rise of nationalism since the Sepay Meeting.

The

program makes in-service education more directly connected
with contemporary problems and with one category of attempts
to solve them.

It serves to demonstrate the connections

between a complex and varied heritage and the solutions
embarked upon, and hopefully through direct experience,

assists in reducing the effects of stereotypes and ethno-

centrism so prevalent in studying the non-Western world in
the classroom.

27

While there has been no overall evaluation of the inservice efforts conducted or sponsored by the state of New
York, interviews with personnel connected with these programs

indicate that some of the programs were considered extremely
successful, such as the two-phase India program, and others

not very successful.

The critical variable seems to be the
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person or persons conducting the in-service program.

If

the persons were academicians concerned primarily
with content, the programs seemed to go the way of most of
the NDEA

summer institutes.

On the other hand, if the persons con-

ducting the program were concerned with method and content
and involved the participants in their own learning through

inquiry, then the programs were generally regarded as

successful by the participants.

Ill

.

oo

Major Efforts by Local School Districts

Most school districts carry on some kind of in-service

program, even if it consists of only one or two in-service
or curriculum days a year.

Undoubtedly many of these pro-

grams have a non-Western dimension.

However, for the most

part, this is known only to those who plan and carry out

those activities.

Most of the large school districts have

on-going programs, and some of these relate to the non-

Western world
One such district is the public school system of

Springfield, Massachusetts.

For several years the Spring-

field school system has developed curricula and in-service

programs to implement non-Western studies programs in their

secondary schools.

^

During the summer, on curriculum days

^Interview with Norman Abramowitz

(See Appendix G).

29j n -k erv few with James Tillotson (See Appendix G).
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and after school during the year, programs have
been conducted to provide a non-Western dimension to the
secondary
school curriculum.

Curriculum projects have been carried

out to provide materials on Africa and Asia and
workshops

have been conducted for secondary social studies teachers.
The workshops have attempted to instruct teachers on pos-

sible uses of available materials on Africa and Asia and

ways in which new materials can be developed.

In addition,

there has been instruction on content to provide a stronger

academic background in Asian and African studies.

Occas-

ionally, the resources of the Center for International Ed-

ucation at the School of Education, University of Massachusetts have been utilized both in the area of content and in

providing workshops utilizing personnel from the Center.
The Springfield program, while an exemplary one, has

not affected some age-old habits of many teachers.

That is,

many teachers continue to rely on textbooks as their primary source for teaching, which indicates that an in-service

program must enable teachers to try out new approaches as

well as new materials in teaching about the non-Western
world .3®

30 Ibid.
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IV *

Ma.ior Efforts by

Private Organizations

Private organizations such as the African-American
Institute, The Asian Society, Center for Inter-American
Re-

lations and Middle East Institute, have, in a variety of
ways, contributed to in-service programs which have furthered the aim of improving the teaching of the non-Western

world in the schools.

Typically, this has been done by

providing materials for and, in some cases, money and sponsorship of non-Western in-service programs.
One such effort, and so far the most ambitious one, has

been carried out by the African-American Institute (AAI), of
New York.

Founded in 1953t AAI "is a non-profit, service-

oriented organization devoted to furthering African develop-

ment and to strengthening understanding between the United
States and Africa."

31

The School Services Division of AAI

was created in March, 1969 to help educators stimulate
interest in teaching about Africa and to help them plan
and implement better teaching programs. 32

In line with

these goals the School Services Division of AAI planned and

^ Teaching

About Africa in the Social Studies Curriculum ,
An In-Service Education Project by the School Services Division of the African-American Institute and the Division of
Social Studies of the North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction (Raleigh, North Carolina* Division of Research,
State Department of Public Instruction, August 1972), p. 1.
32 Ibid.

10?

carried out, with the North Carolina Department of
Public
Instruction, a state-wide in-service education program
to

help implement a state mandated African Studies program
for seventh grade.

This joint venture began in 1969 and

is still underway.

The 1970-71 program included four series of regional

workshops for seventh grade social studies teachers.

These

23 workshops were held in more than 20 locations across the

state.

In addition, 15-week long workshops were held and

involved teachers and administrators from 25 local educa-

tional agencies.

Librarians and media personnel were also

invited so that they might familiarize themselves with

available materials and develop skills in evaluating these
materials

Seven workshops oriented toward Africa as a senior-high
elective were held in April and May, 1972.

Emphasis in

these sessions was on a thematic study of a particular area,
and the theme of the demonstration lesson was urban-rural

interaction with examples from Africa, Europe# North Carolina, and other parts of the United States.

34

There were, in addition to the above mentioned one-week

workshops, two-week workshops in a few locations during the
summer of 1970.

33 Ibid

. ,

34 Ibid.

p.

6.
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The workshops , with their emphasis on audio— visual

materials and the inquiry approach, were perceived by the
teachers as being oriented toward their needs.

The teach-

ers reported that their students responded positively to

the ideas, techniques and materials introduced 33
.

Results of the evaluation indicate that the program
was highly successful and was accomplished by involving
teachers, supervisors and other personnel concerned with

changing the curriculum. 3 ^

One participant responded by

saying, "Usually when social studies workshops are held, for
me this is a dull day.

However,

I

can truthfully say that

I

have never had a more stimulating and informative experience than the presentations of the AAI staff at a local

workshop.

37

Not all participants responded so enthusiastically, some

believed the workshops to be a waste of time and others felt
that they were talked down to.

This points up, not only the

difficulty of meeting everyone's needs, but that in-service
programs are not, generally, designed to do that.
A follow-up study of the North Carolina project to

determine what lasting effects, if any, have resulted from

35lbid., p. 36

.

36 Ibid.
37 Ibid

.

,

p.

46.
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the workshops has not yet been undertaken.

However, the

results of the evaluation are encouraging, and the staff
at the African-American Institute are enthusiastic in

their support of the North Carolina project.^ 8
Programs like the African-American's North Carolina

project are needed to improve the state of in-service
programs in non-Western studies.

Too often, in-service

programs in this area have concentrated on the dissemination of content knowledge, such as the NDEA institutes and
many state and local programs.

While subject matter is an

important asset to a teacher, emphasis needs to be placed
on approaches and techniques of teaching.

This area has

been sorely neglected in most in-service programs, and
any attempt to improve in-service education in the teaching of non-Western studies must take this into consideration.

^Interview with Evelyn Rich (See Appendix

G).

CHAPTER VI
A Model Non-Western Studies In-Service Program

for Secondary Teachers

Introduction to the In-Service Model
Research into in-service activities, and especially
the major efforts that have been made in in-service programs
in non-Western studies for secondary teachers, indicates

that there is a need for an in-service program that would
1) meet the ten principles of in-service education (as out-

lined in Chapter II), and

2) change or modify the role of

the teacher in the classroom.

This chapter will present a conceptual model of such
a program.

It should be understood that while this model

has not been fully field tested and evaluated, aspects of
the model and shorter versions of it have been utilized.

1

In one-day workshops with teachers and in methods courses
in teacher preparation, some of the materials and approaches
of the model have been utilized and have received enthu-

siastic responses from the participants.

2

^From 1970 to present the writer has taught teacher
preparation methods courses and conducted one day and halfday workshops for secondary social studies teachers in Massa
chusetts, California, and New York.
2

Ibid.
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Before embarking on a description of the in-service

model and the objectives that are desired for that model,
it is essential to first examine some objectives of a non-

Western studies program for secondary school.

This will

help to determine the objectives of a model for in-service
education, and help provide teachers with some direction in

teaching about the non-Western world.
Looking ahead to the characteristics of the world which
today's and tomorrow's young people will inhabit as adults,

what world affairs orientations should be developed or
cultivated by means of the school curriculum?

What, in

brief, are the defining characteristics of the socially

competent human being destined to live in the last two
decades of the twentieth century and the first few decades
of the twenty-first?

Educators and social scientists are

being asked to project themselves ahead and imagine students

graduating from high school in the 1980' s and 1990' s.

What

are the best predictions about the qualities of mind and

spirit which will equip them to live in the "post-modern"
era?

What kinds of knowledge and conceptions should they

have of their own society and others, of the way societies
interrelate with one another, and of the social institutions
and associations that span the boundaries of nations?

What

kinds of conceptual capacities and information processing

skills should they develop in the course of their schooling?
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Objectives and Approaches
There are about eighty countries in the world that
could be included in the description "non-Western." 5

Each

of these is made up of an incredibly diverse
population with

each group of people having a historical, cultural and po-

litical context and perspective.

It is doubtful that any

single person could grasp the complexity of this totality.
It is also clear that all this material could not be covered

in a curriculum.

The process by which data and materials

are selected necessarily introduces a bias.

Put more pos-

itively, the selection is a reflection of a deliberate and

hopefully explicit choice about the objectives to be served
by the curriculum.

Perhaps the most difficult task in

curriculum is to make this choice and then clarify it to
the point that decisions regarding the choice of materials,

instructional strategies and evaluation procedures can be
made responsibly.
To begin this process of selecting objectives and de-

fining them clearly, the following statements reflect some of
the major objectives found in curriculum development in non-

Western studies.

These objectives are not intended to pro-

vide the last word in this process, but it should provide a

substantial beginning in developing a non-Western studies

The Development Puzzle , (London: Educational Unit,
Voluntary Committee on Overseas Aid and Development, 1972),
3

p.

3.
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curriculum.
A.

Objectives
1.

Attitudes
a positive feeling towards various life styles,

a.

people living in different countries, in different circumstances; respect for the ideas,
opinions, rights of all people
a feeling, that as an individual and as part

b.

of a group, one can and should contribute to

improve world society
a discerning attitude towards information and

c.

its source

2.

Abilities

ability to find new information and compare

a.

it with what is already known

ability to relate peoples' behavior to their

b.

background circumstances
ability to recognize a conflict situation and

c.

see the differing interests involved

some beginning ability with languages (par-

d.

ticularly non-European languages such as
Swahili, Japanese and Chinese)

4 Ibid.

,

pp.

61-63.
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e.

to see some concrete example of abstract
con-

cepts such as "human rights," "justice,"
and
to note violations of such concepts
within

their own society and on
f.

a

world scale

to evaluate mass media and other information

sources

What bias does it have; what has

not been said?
g.

to develop criteria for choosing one source
of information over another

h.

to realize there are different explanations for

the present nature of world society, such as

Liberal, Conservative, Marxist, etc.
i.

to be able to change one's opinions and adjust

one's position as new information suggests
3.

Knowledge
a.

to know how people live in other countries

according to their culture and traditions
b.

knowledge that there are rules and structures
in society, but these can be changed

c.

the causes as well as the consequences of

und er d eve 1 opment
d.

the complexity of development issues

-

web of

economic, social, political and technical forces
e.

knowledge of the negative as well as the

positive aspects of the interaction of one's
country and other parts of the world (e.g.*
slave trade)
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f

.

knowledge of the inequalities and inequities
and tensions within the student’s own society
as well as on a world scale

g.

knowledge that student's own comforts and
standard of living are boosted by what comes

from the poorer areas of the world
h.

to know what can be learned from the countries
of Asia, Africa, Latin America in the way of

values and cultures
i.

knowledge of what students could contribute

personally by way of overseas service

-

and a

sense as well of the limitations of this kind
of service
4.

Predispositions or prejudices to be dealt with*
a.

may be mixed prejudice towards what is unfamiliar, e.g. curiosity, fear, dislike

b.

may be strong predisposition of loyalty to family,
country, own style of living

c.

may be strong sense of own possibilities, own

chance for success or failure within society,
own social role
d.

may be prejudice towards minority groups,
immigrants or majority groups

e.

may be confusion of information from television
and other media about the world

f.

may be tendency to regard teacher and textbook
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as right in every case, or wrong in every case
g.

may be predisposition to regard lack of success
as a personal failure, taking no account of the

structure of society in which an individual lives
h.

may be a predisposition to believe that fighting

underdevelopment is a matter of changing other
peoples to be similar to ourselves
i.

may be a prejudice to believe that "aid" is

helping other people that are "weaker," less able
to look after themselves
j.

may be predisposition to see "civilization" as

synonymous with the kinds of objects and values
students see close around them
k.

may be predisposition to feel very small within
society powerless to change things

l.

may be predisposition to feel that the individual must at all costs get ahead personally
(regardless of what this means for others around

him - and far away)
B.

Process*
a.

Some ways to achieve objectives
Begin skills of comparing, evaluating, judging
(the class itself is a good beginning point of

differences and similarities)
b.

Consider techniques such as "simulations" to
explore conflict situations, different interests - also to show that rules in games can be

unfair and can be changed.
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'

Bring resources into the classroom that give
some feeling for how people in other
countries
live, how they work, and what they value (this

could well include arts, crafts and other guest

visitors from Asia, Africa, Latin America and
the Middle East).
d.

Use a wide variety of source material, giving
students a better chance to note differences

between what is said and implied in newspapers,
by UN agencies, textbooks, writers, and other

media.
e.

Avoid sweeping generalizations about Asia,
Africa, Latin America and the Middle East

-

using

instead a case study approach which relates, for
instance, a World Bank speech in Washington to
its specific meaning for, say, a peasant farmer

in a particular country.
f.

Emphasize the very great effort coming from
some of these countries to improve their own

conditions - material like the Arusha Declara-

tion from Tanzania can put aid in its place as
only part of a wide effort.

-

Also look for

contradictions between what the poorer countries
are trying to do and the kind of "help" coming

from the richer nations.
g.

Try to link material that students learn outside
school about the world to information presented

within school.
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h.

Explore cooperating with other subject areas
in presenting as wide a picture as possible of

these complex issues
i.

Encourage students to find information for
themselves and not just to listen to what teacher
and textbook say

j.

T ry to see that any student projects flow from

the involvement of the students in these issues

and that it makes direct sense to what the

students are studying and the priorities they
see as important
k.

C onsider a study of goods that come from Asia,

Africa, Latin America as they relate to nearby
industries, local shops.

What do nearby in-

dustries sell/buy to/from Asia, Africa, Latin

America?
l.

Prices?

Protection?

Competition?

Take advantage of first-hand experiences that

people have had (returned Peace Corps volunteers,
people from

non-Western countries

now in

the United States) - keeping in mind that this
be presented as a "viewpoint”
m.

Get away from one-day involvement (e.g., "Third

World Day") and other short quick approaches
that may suggest to students that the issues

are simpler than they are
C.

Evaluation
types of
In teaching about the non-Western world, two
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measurement seem appropriate
of attitudes.

i

tests of knowledge and tests

In the former case, care should be taken to

ensure that the tests are not confined to only the measure—

ment of factual information.

An understanding of the sig-

nificance of certain facts and features and the ability to
apply knowledge in new situations must also be sampled.

It

may be helpful to administer a test of students* knowledge
and attitudes before work is begun - and then compare this

with intermittent or terminal evaluations.
Many teachers will want to use the well-established

methods of assessment such as the essay, the half-page short
answer, and general questioning of students either orally
or in a written paper.

Taped interviews might also be tried.

The assessment of students projects is becoming a popular

technique of evaluation.

A more precise measurement is the

objective-type test comprised of multiple choice questions
and matching items, but these can be difficult to construct

properly.

In the case of objective tests of attitudes,

caution is advised in the interpretation of their reliability
and validity.

The In-Service Model

The overall objective of the model is to have teachers

evolve from student-participants to creative lessondevelopers.

In this way, it is believed that they will be

able to achieve the objectives set down for a non-Western
studies program.
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The model incorporates a workshop approach
and is intended to be utilized in either a two-week, full
time in-

service program or in a continuing weekly series of
two to
three hour workshops during the course of a school
semester
(i.e., 15-20 weeks).

The workshops would be designed to meet the following

objectives 1
1.

to provide an opportunity for teachers to develop

and utilize new curriculum materials related to the teaching
of non-Western studies
2.

to provide an opportunity for teachers to develop

new approaches toward the teaching of non-Western studies?
3«

To provide an opportunity for teachers to try out

these new materials and approaches!
4.

to provide background materials for teachers in

the non-Western areas they want to teachi
5.

to familiarize teachers with the latest materials,

approaches and programs related to the teaching of non-

Western studies.
In order for these workshops to achieve their objectives

it is necessary that the participants are not only actively

involved but help provide direction so that their individual needs will be met.

Therefore, it is highly unlikely

that any two programs will be the same.

Also the "leader”

of the workshops will necessarily be occupied in the

variety of activitieS| which are developed* and not "conducting"

the workshops "up front.”

The leader would, as much as

possible, model the role which he or she desires for the

participants
The initial workshop session would concentrate on the

objectives of the workshops, and what is hoped would be

accomplished in teaching about the non-Western world.

Some

approaches and materials related to this would be explored
and demonstrated, and participants would begin formulating

their own strategies for adding a non-Western dimension to

their classrooms.

During this early stage, the leader would

teach demonstration lessons utilizing some of the new and

innovative materials in non-Western studies. ^

Techniques

would be utilized which are suggested in the curriculum

handbooks associated with most of these materials.
After these lessons are taught, the process would be

discussed by all the participants, and they would have an

opportunity to relate what value this had for them and would
have for their students.

Subsequent workshop sessions would have the participants

conducting similar lessons using similar materials and techniques.

As the participants "practice" on each other they

should become comfortable in their new roles and would have
the opportunity to discuss and examine this process.
As the workshops proceeded, the participants would be

able to examine some of the latest materials on the non-

^As shown in Chapter IV.
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Western world.

They also would be examining source mater-

ials# such as stories# articles# case studies and
the like

for the purpose of developing teaching units which could
be used in courses that already exist or for new courses

in the planning stage.

These source materials could be

supplied, in part, by the leader, but participants would
be encouraged to find these sources themselves to help

develop the skills needed for creative lesson development.
During these later workshop sessions# participants
would have the opportunity to continue to practice on each
other.

However# instead of using already prepared mater-

ials# lessons# and techniques# they would utilize those

resources that they# themselves# have developed.

At all

times during these workshop sessions, the value of what was

being done would constantly be examined in relationship to
the teachers* classroom experiences.

If the workshops are

held over a 15-20 week period, then, obviously, the participants would be encouraged to test-out their new experiences
on their students.

In this way techniques could be refined

and fresh insight could be brought into the workshop

sessions
These later workshop sessions would also serve as

a

form of evaluation of the workshops, themselves, as the participants could decide how well the original objectives wer
met and what additional learnings, if any, took place

—

learnings that might have been unexpected but nevertheless
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valuable to the participants in their attempts to
create a
more interesting classroom environment.
The conceptual model presented here is designed for

approximately twenty participants.

The subject areas to be

utilized are Africa and Asia, and the grade levels of the
lessons taught are nine through twelve.

The workshops are

designed so that the participants will gain subject matter

background as well as new teaching approaches and techniques.
The workshops should be held in locations conducive for

cooperative activity and learning in as a relaxed an atmosphere as possible.

There should be time for participants to

socialize and learn to trust one another.

(Value clarifica-

tion exercises might be useful during the initial sessions.
However, caution should be exercised, and trained competent
6

professionals in this area should be sought.)

WORKSHOP SESSIONS ONE, TWO AND THREE
A.

Activities
1.

Participants discuss the objectives of the

workshops and the inquiry approach to teaching
and learning.
2.

Participants discuss objectives for a unit or
course on the non-Western world.

3.

The workshop leader teaches two lessons.

k.

Participants and leader discuss the lessons,
approaches used and the overall process.

See Raths, Louis E., Merrill Harmin and Sidney B.
Merni
Simon, Values and Teaching (Columbus, Ohio* Charles E.
Co., 1966)
6
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B.

Materials
1#

Materials are handed out which describe

workshop objectives (from p. 11

0f

this chapter),

objectives of a unit or course on the non-Western

world (from pp. 3-10 of this chapter), inquiry
approach, critical incidents and case studies
Inquiry Approach

Inquiry is a label attached to many approaches to

learning whether or not they incorporate inquiry techniques.

Generally stated, the inquiry approach uses

primary source materials that allow students to conduct
their own investigations and arrive at their own con-

clusions rather than rely on exposition which supplies

ready-made answers.

Instead of memorizing facts or

generalizations, which can become ends in themselves,
students, learning through inquiry, can develop useful

concepts which become means to other ends

- namely,

the

understanding of society, all societies, now and in the
future

Posing certain questions can lead students to an
analysis of how societies work.

They force students to

examine data, form tentative hypotheses, test these

hypotheses by collecting and comparing more data, examine the sources of the data, and finally come to
conclusions.

The conclusions, while interesting and
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rewarding, are not so useful as
that led to them.

"the

process of analysis

Conclusions may change with time

and may be irrelevant to other societies.

But the

process of analysis can be applied at all times and
to all societies.

Inquiry, then, is learning how to

learn.

Critical Incidents and Case Studies

Critical incidents are short, one or two paragraph
accounts of a cross-cultural event or situation.

They

usually contain a problem that must be resolved in some
way.

The incidents may be taken from the teacher’s or

students’ own experiences or from the experiences of
some other resource person, such as a foreign student
or visitor, returned Peace Corps volunteer, television
or newspaper account.

They may also be adapted from

textbook or supplementary readings.

As the class

attempts to resolve the problem or situation described,
the teacher can shift from discussion leader to clarifier
or an initiator of a different point of view.

The case study is similar to the critical incident
but is much more extensive and detailed.

Where the

critical incident highlights a situation, the case
study explores it in depth.

The case study is more

like a story, with chapters, than one vignette.

As

with critical incidents, discussion is an important

part of the case study method where students can express

their opinions and explore different values and attitudes.

Case studies are extended explorations of a par-

ticular situation.

They may range from a few pages to

many and may become quite complex, with a variety of
characters, situations and points of view.

They may or

may not demand a decision or resolution at the end, and

may instead tell a story or explain the cultural environment in which people live.

By providing students with

a different cultural view, it is hoped that they will

gain a cross-cultural perspective that will help them
to understand not only non-Western cultures but, more

importantly, the multi-cultural environment which exists in the United States.

Readings for the demonstration lessons.

2.

(For

clarification, examples of two appropriate
lessons are included here.)

Lesson One»

7

Objectives
A.

B.

Knowledge
1.

To know that misunderstandings accompanied the
early contacts between Africans and Europeans.

2.

To know that Africans and Europeans feared
each other.

Critical Thinking
1.

basis of
To be able to form hypotheses on the
limited evidence.

ience! An Inside
?Clark, op. cit.. The Colonial Exper
Plans, pp» 14-1/
View, pp. 10-19* and Teacher Lesson

2.

C.

To be able to reconcile conflicting evidence by
posing analytical questions concerning the
validity of the evidence.

Values
1.

To develop a desire to examine evidence from
different points of view.

2.

To see that what is different is not necessarily
evil.

"Too White, Like a Devil"

[Editor's Introduction! There were many adjustments
that Africans had to make under colonial rule, but
the first and most obvious one was to the physical
appearance of the colonialists. Although Africa
and Europe had had trade relations for more than
four centuries, very few Africans had ever seen a
white man before the beginning of the colonial era.

This selection tells how one African chief reacted
The ento seeing a white man for the first time.
now
Ghana.
what
is
in
around
1890
place
counter book
illness
of
a
sign
is
skin
white
Bear in mind that
in Africa, and that evil spirits are often depicted
as white.
The author of the work from which this reading is
adopted, C. C. Reindorf, was the son of an African
mother and a European father. He worked as a
Christian minister in Ghana and wrote one of the
first accounts of traditional West African history.
History of the Gold Coast and Asante , published in
1895-

As you read the selection, think of this question!

How is the king's reaction to the European similar
to the reactions of some Europeans to Africans?]

King Firempong had charge of Christiansborg, a
Danish trading center. All the trade with the Danish
merchants was placed in his hands. But he had never

Gold
‘Adapted from C. C. Reindorf, History of the
Trubner,
Trench,
Paul,
Coast and Asante , London* Kegan,
1895# PP* 117-^u.
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seen a white man. In fact he used to hear from
traders that Europeans were a kind of sea-creature.
He therefore expressed his desire to see a
European* and Mr. Nicolas Kamp, a bookkeeper, was
ordered to go to Da, the capital of the Kotokus, to
be seen by King Firempong. A grand meeting was
held for his reception. In saluting the assembly,
Mr. Kamp approached the king and took off his hati
when Mr. Kamp was bowing to salute him, Firempong
thought he was an animal who would jump upon him.
The king fell down flat from his stool and cried
loudly for his wives to assist him.

The drummer and the government interpreter did
their best to convince the poor king that Mr. Kamp
was a human being and that his movements were the
mode of Europeans in paying their respect to
superiors. The king got up from the ground and
sat on the stool, and ordered his wives to sit
between him and the European. By this he could
cool down his fears.

Upon seeing the cue— a tail-like twist of hairdown the back of Mr. Kamp (as people were then in
the habit of wearing, as the Chinese do nowadays),
he said, "Dear me, all animals have their tails at
the extremity of the trunk, but Europeans have
theirs at the back of their heads!" The interpreters explained to him that it was no tail but
twisted hairs. All this while, the king's wives
were watching every movement of Mr. Kamp to know
whether he was a man or an animal. Not being satisfied yet with all he had seen, the king requested
Mr. Kamp to take off his clothes, which he declined
to do, saying he would do that only at home, when
no lady was present.
The meeting retired and Mr. Kamp went to his
quarters, where a table was prepared for him.
During the meal, the king's wives stood by peeping
at him. Some said, "He eats like a man, really he
Finally, Mr. Kamp took off his
is a human being!"
clothes before old Firempong, who now could touch
"Ah, you are really a human being, but only
him.
too white, like a devil!"

That Was No Welcome and "That Was No Brother"
When different cultures
[.Editor's Introduction*
are bound
meet for the first time, misunderstandings
a
see
culture
What members of one
to develop.
not
may
culture
particular act members of another

m
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see at all. A friendly gesture in one culture
may turn out to be a hostile gesture in another.
Such misunderstandings were common in the early
contacts between Europeans and Africans and, indeed, persisted throughout the colonial period.

The next two selections illustrate this point by
describing the same event from two perspectives.
In the first selection, Henry Stanley, the famous
American journalist and explorer, explains how he
was "welcomed" by Africans while exploring the
Congo River in the early 1870* s, with several
canoe loads of African companions. Stanley was
the first white man to trace the entire course of
the Congo.

In the second selection, the African chief
Mojimba, who led the welcoming party for Stanley,
describes how he perceived the encounter. He
told his story some years later to a Catholic
missionary. Father Joseph Fraessle, who supports
Mojimba’s claim that such a welcome was friendly
and the usual way of greeting strangers.
As you read these selections, think of these
questions*

Whose view was right, Stanley’s or Mojimba’s?
What was Stanley’s general attitude toward Africans?
How did this attitude affect his perceptions?
That Was No Welcome*

About 8 A.M. we came in view of a marketplace,
near which there were scores of small canoes. The
men at once rushed into them and advanced all
round us. We refrained a long time, but finally,
as they became emboldened by our stillness and began to launch their wooden spears, which they proceeded to do all together as soon as somebody cried
to
out "Mutti" (sticks), we were obliged to reply
to
them
compelled
which
them with a few shots,
the
scamper away ahead of us. Drums then awakened
blasts.
deafening
whole country, and horns blew
Some canoes boldly followed us.

Da,rk
*Adapted from Henry M. Stanley, Through the
1«»5*
PP*
Continent, New York* Harper & Bros., Vol. II,
268-73«
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We came, about 10 A.M., to another market green.
Here, too, warriors were ready, and again we had
recourse to our weapons. The little canoes with
loud threats disappeared quickly down river
the
land warriors rushed away into the woods. We did
not wish to hurry, because the faster we proceeded
the quicker we found we were involved in trouble.
We therefore loitered indifferently* rest was so
rare that it became precious when we obtained it.
i

At 2 P.M. we emerged out of the shelter of the
deeply wooded banks and came into a vast stream,
nearly 2,000 yards across at the mouth. As soon as
we entered its waters, we saw a great fleet of
canoes hovering about in the middle of the stream.
The canoe men, standing up, gave a loud shout when
they saw us and blew their horns louder than ever.
We pulled briskly on to gain the right bank when,
looking upstream, we saw a sight that sent the
blood tingling through every nerve and fiber of
our bodies* a flotilla of gigantic canoes bearing down upon us, which both in size and numbers
greatly exceeded anything we had seen hitherto!

Instead of aiming for the right bank, we formed
a line and kept straight downriver, the boat taking
position behind. Yet after a moment’s reflection,
as I noted the numbers of the savages, the daring
manner of the pursuit, and the apparent desire of
our canoes to abandon the steady compact line, I
gave the order to drop anchor. Four of our canoes
made believe not to listen, until I chased them to
return to the line, which was formed of eleven
double canoes, anchored ten yards apart. The
boat moved up to the front and took position 50
yards above them. The shields were next lifted by
the noncombatants, men, women and children in the
bows, and along the outer lines, as well as astern,
and from behind these the muskets and rifles were
aimed
We had sufficient time to take a view of the
mighty force bearing down on us and to count the
number of the war vessels. There were 54 of them!
of upA monster canoe led the way, with two rows
bodies
their
side,
a
on
40
men
standing paddles,
bending and swaying in unison as with a swelling
barbarous chorus they drove her down toward us.
to be a
In the bow, standing on what appeared
their heads
warriors,
platform, were ten prime young
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gay with red feathers* at the stern, eight men
with long paddles, whose tops were decorated with
ivory balls, guided the monster vessel; and dancing up and down from stem to stern were ten men,
who appeared to be chiefs.

The crashing sound of large drums, a hundred
blasts from ivory horns, and a thrilling chant
from 2,000 human throats did not tend to soothe
our nerves or to increase our confidence. However, it was "neck or nothing.** We had no time
to pray or to take sentimental looks at the savage
world, or even to breathe a sad farewell to it.
So many other things had to be done speedily and
well.
As the foremost canoe came rushing down, its
consorts on either side beating the water into
foam and raising their jets of water with their
sharp prows, I turned to take a last look at our
people and said to them*
"Boys, be firm as iron; wait until you see the
first spear, and then take good aim. Don't fire
all at once. Keep aiming until you are sure of
your man. Don't think of running away, for only
your guns can save you."

The monster canoe aimed straight for ray boat,
as though it would run us down; but when within
fifty yards off, it swerved aside and, when nearly
opposite, the warriors above the manned prow let
fly their spears and on either side there was a
noise of rushing bodies. But every sound was soon
lost in the ripping, crackling musketry. For five
minutes we were so absorbed in firing that we took
no more of anything else; but at the end of that
time we were made aware that the enemy was reforming about 200 yards above us.

Our blood was up now. It was a murderous world,
and we felt for the first time that we hated the
filthy, vulturous ghouls who inhabited it. We
therefore lifted our anchors and pursued them upstream along the right bank until, rounding a
point, we saw their villages. We made. straight
village
for the banks and continued the fight in the
ou
streets with those who had landed, hunting them
retreat,
into the woods, and there only sounded the
compliment
the
cannibals
having returned the daring
of a visit.
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"That Was No Brother"*

When we heard that the man with the white flesh
was journeying down the Lualaba (Lualaba -Congo
we were open-mouthed with astonishment. We stood
still. All night long the drums announced the
strange news a man with white flesh! That man,
we said to ourselves, has a white skin. He must
have got that from the river-kingdom. He will be
one of our brothers who were drowned in the river.
All life comes from the water, and in the water
he has found life. Now he is coming back to us,
he is coming home. . .

—

.

We will prepare a feast, I ordered, we will go
to meet our brother and escort him into the village
with rejoicing! We donned our ceremonial garb.
We assembled the great canoes. We listened for the
gong which would announce our brother's presence
on the Lualaba. Presently the cry was heard* He
Now he enters the river!
is approaching the Lohali!
Halloh
We swept forward, my canoe leading, the
others following, with songs of joy and with dancing, to meet the first white man our eyes had beheld, and to do him honor.

But as we drew near his canoes there were loud
reports, bang! bang! and fire-staves spat bits of
iron on us. We were paralyzed with fright; our
mouths hung wide open and we could not shut them.
Things such as we had never seen, never heard of,
never dreamed of— they were the work of evil spirits!
Several of my men plunged into the water
What for? Did they fly to safety? No for others
fell down also, in the canoes. Some screamed dreadfully, others were silent they were dead, and blood
flowed from little holes in their bodies. "War!
that is war!" I yelled. "Go back!" The canoes sped
back to our village with all the strength our spirits
could impart to our arms.

—

....

—

That was the worst enemy
That was no brother!
seen.
ever
had
our country

And still those bangs went on; the long staves spat
fell
fire, flying pieces of iron whistled around us,
into the water with a hissing sound, and our brothers
continued to fall. We fled into our village— they
came after us. We fled into the forest and flung
ourselves on the ground. When we returned that
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evening our eyes beheld fearful
things
£> D
ore a
. .

h-rn-t-Vi

.

The robbers and murderers had disappeared#

Now tell met has the white man dealt
fairly
by us? Oh, do not speak to me of him!
You call
us wicked men, but you white men are much
more
wicked!
You think because you have guns you can
take away our land and our possessions. You
have
sickness in your heads, for that is not justice.

TEACHING STRATEGY

Teacher

Students

Divide the class. Have
one half of the students
read "That Was No Welcome" and the other half
"That Was No Brother."
Tell the students that
they are historians trying to determine what
happened when Europeans
and Africans first met in
Africa. They have come
across evidence (the selection they are reading),
and on the basis of this
evidence they are to draw
their conclusions or form
their hypotheses.

When students have finished reading, ask Group
I
"What happened when
Europeans and Africans
first met?"

The Africans attacked the
Europeans. They were not
friendly; in fact, they
were downright violent,
Stanley met great hostility on the part of the
Africans

Ask Group II the same
question.

The Africans were very
friendly. They welcomed
the Europeans as brothers
But the Europeans were
hostile

i
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Teacher
"Which group is right?
How can we make an historical judgment here?"

Students

Students will probably
say that they don't know
who is right. They
haven't seen all of the
evidence. Each group
will probably want to
look at the other group's
reading.

Ask the groups to exchange
reading assignments; that
is, have Group I read
"That Was No Brother" and
Group II "That Was No
Welcome."
After students have finished reading, askt
"Who
is right, Stanley or

Open discussion.

Mo jimba?"
In the course of the discussion, encourage students to examine these
related questions*

"Whose report do you
think is the more
reliable? Why?"

Hard to say.

"For whom was Stanley
writing?"

An American public.

"How would his audience
affect what he reports?"

It might encourage him
to exaggerate a bit.

"To whom was Mo jimba
giving his report?"

A Catholic priest.

"What was each man expecting to find in the
behavior of the other?
How would this affect
the way he interpreted
the other's behavior?"

Stanley was ready to find
hostile Africans. Mo jimba
was expecting to find his
"brothers." These expectations could color what they
"saw."

"In this situation,
would Stanley or Mo jimba
be more likely to be fearful

Probably Stanley. He
was in a foreign land.

Debatable.
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Teacher

Students

and therefore to fire the
first shot? Why?”

"In general, how do we
react to situations or
things that are strange
to us e.g., walking into
a pitch-dark room, eating
food without knowing its
ingredients, picking up a
hitchhiker?"

We usually react with
fear, suspicion, and distrust .

"How did Firempong react to
the first white man he saw?"

He was frightened. He
didn’t think the white man
was human.

"How did he satisfy his
doubts?"

He examined Mr. Kamp, the
white man.

"What did he conclude
about white men?"

He finally believed that
they were human, but "too
white, like a devil."

"How can we stop associating
the devil with people who
are different?"

By realizing that "different" does not mean "bad" or
"inferior." By accepting
the differences in people.
By going beyond the surface
differences and seeing the
common humanity underneath.

—

Lesson Two* 8
STRATEGY GAME

Commodore Perry and the Emperor’s "Representative," 1853-5*+
The class is divided into four groups, two representing
Japanese delegates and two representing American visitors
in 1853.

The two
cerpted from
If this book
it may be in

8

American groups are given background data exCommodore Perry in Japan by Robert L. Reynolds.
is not in your library, there is a good chance
your nearest public library. There are two

Focus on Asian Studies, op. cit

.

pp.

10-11.
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page references providing the necessary background
datai
p ; 68, on which is reproduced a letter from President
Millard Fillmore to the Emperor of Japan, and
72, on
which is described the attempts on both sides p.
to impress
and outbluff the other. Now have the two American
to caucus separately. Each decides on a strategy groups
to
negotiate with the Japanese in order to get rights to
use a Japanese port and secure coal for American vessels
Possible positions groups might take include*
1.

Persuade the Japanese that you have many interesting gifts and goods to trade.

2.

Convince the Japanese that European nations are
racing to take over the Japanese just the way
they are cutting up China.

3.

Threaten to blow up a village as a demonstration
of American naval power if they don't sign a
treaty.

4.

Shell the Japanese coast as an example of your
power, then start talking.

The two Japanese groups decide on strategies, meeting independently of each other. They recognize the superior
American naval power in the harbor. How can they get rid
of the threat? Possible positions*
1.

Treat the Americans politely but tell them they
are not welcome unless they go through Nagasaki.

2.

Ask for American protection from other European
powers in exchange for a trade agreement.

3.

Accept the Americans' gifts, sign the treaty,
but don't intend to honor it.

4.

Stall for time, keep the Americans waiting until
their food supply runs low, then hope they leave.

5.

Refuse to cooperate until the gunboats depart.

If a resolution
Two negotiations then go on simultaneously.
its conuntil
on
go
game
strategy
appears likely, let the
patience
students*
the
and
reached,
If an impasse is
clusion.
debriefing.
into
runs out, halt the game and enter

Debriefing

How did the Japanese side feel toward the Americans?
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Did their groups argue about the right strategy to choose?
Did some students feel hawkish, others dovish?
Was non-violent resistance considered?
What were the Americans teaching the Japanese?

For the Americans, similar questions about their feelings
toward the Japanese could be raised. Are these feelings
still true in American- Japanese relations? Did some Americans argue for the use of force, others against it? Why did
the group adopt the strategy it did?

Which side came up with the best solution? What made it
"best"?
Was the solution the one that really occurred in I 853 - 54 ?
Did the two negotiating groups come up with the same results?
Why or why not?

WORKSHOP SESSIONS FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN AND EIGHT
A.

Activities
1.

Two groups of ten each are formed.

2.

Each participant prepares to teach a lesson.

Workshop leader moves from group to group assisting participants.

Participants assist each other.

3.

Inquiry lessons are taught by participants.

4.

Participants and leader discuss the lessons,
approaches used and the process.

B.

Materials
1.

Map of Africa

2.

Through African Eves , Unit
Age in Africa*

I,

"The Coming of

Continuity and Change."

Read-

ings pp. xi-xiv, 3-99? Lessons 1-11, pp. 7-5^.
3

.

Films (Descriptions on pp. 9-10* Chapter IV)
a.

"Daily Life of the Bozo"

b.

"Fishing on the Niger River"
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c.

"Building a Boat"

d.

"Building a House"

e.

"Herding Cattle"

f.

"Africa is My Home"

g.

"White Africa"

Sound-filmstrips (Described on p. 10, Chapter IV)

4.

a.

"African Cliff Dwellers* The Dagon People
of Mali"

b.

"Zanjafricai

A Study in Interraction and

Interdependence"

Records

5.

a.

Traditional Music of Africa , UNESCO.

WORKSHOP SESSIONS NINE, TEN, ELEVEN, TWELVE AND THIRTEEN
A.

Activities
1.

Participants arrange themselves into groups of
three or four according to interests, teaching
levels and subject areas.

2.

Participants examine a wide variety of both

written and audio-visual materials.

(These

materials are reviewed in Chapter IV.)
3

.

Participants begin to develop teaching units
for use in their classrooms incorporating these

materials and the new approaches they are
learning.
4.

Participants continue to teach each other in
their large groups of ten using materials

supplied by the workshop leader.

Participants
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design their own inquiry lessons.
5.

Leader moves from group to group assisting in
the activities of both small and large groups.

Participants continue to assist eachother.
6.

The lessons and approaches are discussed and
the process analyzed.

B.

Materials
1.

Map of Asia

2

Asian Studies Inquiry Program, Traditional

.

Patterns of Asian Life

.

Readings (Described

on pp. 11-12, Chapter IV).

3.

a.

"Man and His Environment in Asia," pp.

b.

"Food and Survival in Asia," pp.

c.

"Man and Woman in Asia," pp.

d.

"Class and Caste in Village India," pp. 6-47.

e.

"Cultural Patterns in Asian Life," pp.

7 - 63

6 - 63

7 - 63

.

.

6 - 63

Films (Described on pp. 13-14, Chapter IV)
a.

"Japan"

b.

"Born Chinese"

c

"China"

.

d.

"Southeast Asia"

e.

"Malaysia"

WORKSHOP SESSIONS FOURTEEN, FIFTEEN, SIXTEEN, SEVENTEEN
AND EIGHTEEN
A.

Activities
1.

.

Small groups of three or four continue to work

.
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together developing teaching units on the non-

Western world.
2.

Participants gather materials from their own
resources, such as critical incidents, case
studies, readings and audio-visual to be used
in their teaching units and their "practice

teaching.”
3.

From the materials gathered by the participants
and those available in the workshop, the par-

ticipants develop their own inquiry lessons and
teach them to each other as in the other sessions.
4.

The workshop leader moves from group to group

assisting the participants, and the participants
assist eachother.
5.

Evaluation of the lessons is made by the leader
and the participants, as well as suggestions for

improvement.
6.

The process of the sessions is discussed by
the leader and the participants.

B.

Materials
1.

Materials available at workshop
As many of the materials as possible described

in Chapter IV should be available during the

workshop sessions.

This would include written

and audio-visual materials and the necessary

equipment for using them.
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2.

Materials brought in by participants
These could include critical incidents,
case
studies, readings and audio-visual materials

collected from books, magazines, newspapers,
movies, television, radio, personal experience
and even original creations by participants.

WORKSHOP SESSIONS NINETEEN AND TWENTY
A.

Activities
1.

Small groups finish their teaching units.

2.

Those wishing to demonstrate some aspect of

their units or experiment with some activity,

will have an opportunity to do so.
3.

Participants discuss the entire process and
make evaluations on the degree of success in

meeting workshops* objectives.
4.

Participants make recommendations for future

workshops held for other teachers.
5.

Participants make recommendations for future

workshops which they would attend.
In conclusion, then, this model begins with the teacher

who evolves over a period of many hours or weeks from

a

student-participant to a creative teacher and lesson developer.
If successful, it will not only have an impact on the par-

ticipating teachers, but, more importantly, the model will
have an impact upon their students as, hopefully, interest
in and knowledge of the non-Western world is stimulated.

CHAPTER VII

Summary , Conclusions and Recommendations
This study has attempted to examine ways in which
the
teaching of the non-Western world in secondary schools
can
be improved through in-service education.

The problem of the inadequate teaching of non-Western

studies in the schools was examined first.

Also included

was the problem in the lack of effective in-service programs
in non-Western studies for secondary social studies teach-

ers.

The purposes and procedure of the study were described

as well as the importance and organization of the study.
A library search was then conducted to review the lit-

erature relevant to in-service education, particularly as
it related to secondary social studies.

Included were ten

basic principles of in-service education designed to help

formulate future in-service programs.
Through questionnaires sent to social studies department

chairmen and curriculum coordinators, the nature and extent
of non-Western studies taught in the secondary schools of

Massachusetts were determined.

While there are a consid-

erable number of units and courses in Massachusetts secondary

schools that have a non-Western dimension, the materials,

resources and techniques used in teaching these courses continue to be inadequate.
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Some of the newest and most innovative materials,
which
are oriented toward the teaching of the non-Western world
in

secondary school, were next described and evaluated.

In-

i

eluded were multi-disciplinary social studies and inter-

disciplinary humanities materials which have received enthusiastic acceptance by teachers.

In addition, resource

guides, which help to direct teachers to materials, resources
and approaches in teaching about the non-Western world were

described and evaluated.

Locations where teachers can send

for resource materials were also included.

Research was then conducted to determine the effectiveness of some of the major efforts in providing in-service

education in non-Western studies.

In particular, the summer

institute programs of the National Defense Education Act

were examined as well as the programs of the New York State

Department of Education, Springfield (Massachusetts) Public
Schools and the African-American Institute.
In general, none of the programs, with the possible

exception of the African-American* s North Carolina African
Studies program, changed, very much, the way teachers conducted themselves in their classrooms.

The most ambitious

and expensive of all the programs, the NDEA institutes,

which were attended by thousands of teachers, were probably
the least successful of all.

The major drawbacks of these

teachers
programs have to do with their inability to provide

heavy
with the means for improving their teaching, and their
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reliance on content knowledge.
A model in-service program was then designed
which

would, hopefully, provide the means for teachers to
improve

their teaching in non-Western studies.

By active participa-

tion in the program, by practicing techniques using innovative
materials, the teachers could add a new dimension to their

teaching and provide a more stimulating environment for their
students.

While the model has not been fully field tested,

aspects of it have been utilized and have received enthusiastic responses from the participants.

While this study is concerned primarily with the teaching of non-Western studies, the writer has a deep concern

for all social studies programs taught in secondary schools.
It is believed that the proposed model would be just as

useful in an in-service workshop in American studies as it
would be in African studies.
is as little

In this writer's view there

justification for the chronological, fact-

oriented, textbook approach to the teaching of United States

History as there is for the teaching of Asian studies.
After all, students have not been numbed by courses on
Africa, Asia, Latin America and The Middle East.

Rather,

they have been ’’turned off" by courses (often repeated two
or three times in six years) like United States History and

Government.

There seems to be, however, a much greater

difficulty in getting teachers to explore new approaches
in the traditional social studies courses.

The non-Western area
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is still relatively new, and courses on Africa
or Asia

can provide exciting possibilities for teachers and students.

Perhaps through non-Western studies, teachers will

i

become encouraged to explore new teaching approaches, and
this, hopefully, will carry over into their other social

studies programs.

R ec ommendat i ons

Two kinds of recommendations will be made here as a

result of the study.

The first category of recommendations

relates to the model in-service program described in Chapter
VI, and the second category is directed toward the need for

further research into the teaching of non-Western studies
and in-service education in this area.

I

Recommendations for the Model In-Service Program
1.

The model needs to be utilized on a far larger scale

than it has thus far.
2.

The model needs to be implemented and modified so

as to meet the needs of a variety of local situations.

3.

The model needs to be tested in a variety of situa-

tions, and comparisons need to be made between a two-week

full-time workshop and a semester-long workshop to determine
the most effective time sequence for the program.

4.

Other models need to be developed along these
same

lines to encourage the widest possible utilization of
and

activity into relevant in-service programs.
5.

Studies should be conducted in order to compare the

effectiveness of this model with other in-service programs
carried on either within the same school district or neigh-

boring ones.

Follow-up studies could, then, determine the

effect of the different in-service approaches on teachers'

activities in the classroom.
II

.

Recommendations for Further Research into the Teaching
of Non-Western Studies
1.

Up-to-date research is needed to determine the nature

and extent of non-Western studies in teacher preparation

programs.

Specifically, research should be conducted to de-

termine what changes, if any, have occurred in teacher
preparation, with regard to a non-Western dimension, since
Harold Taylor's study in 1967.
2.

Further research should be conducted to determine

the nature and extent of the teaching of non-Western studies
in secondary schools across the nation.

Surveys should be

made to determine the degree of effort state departments of

education are making in this area.
3.

New social studies materials are being published

constantly and continuing research

is needed to appraise
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these materials and their applicability to non-Western
studies.
Analyses should be made in reference to how concepts
such as

ethnocentrism, stereotypes and values are dealt with in new

materials
4.

Further research is needed into the variety of

approaches that can be utilized in teaching about the non-

Western world.

What new approaches and techniques are being

experimented with, and what are their prospects for use in
the classroom?

5.

Further research is needed to determine to what ex-

tent the "new social studies" is having an effect on the

teaching of non-Western studies.

Attempts should be made

to determine the effectiveness of using inquiry/discovery

techniques, case studies and the like in comparison with
more traditional approaches.

6.

The movement toward individualized instruction was

not dealt with in this study.

Research should be conducted

to determine what kinds of in-service programs can best meet

the needs of individualized instruction in secondary social

studies classrooms.
7.

What is the relationship between non-Western and

Ethnic studies?

Research is needed to determine the relation-

ship of these studies and how they can be blended into the

school curricula.

Specifically, research should be conducted
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into the larger city school systems and their programs in
ethnic and non-Western studies to determine the relation-

ship between cultural pluralism and a world-minded approach
in the schools.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

Questionnaire Tabulation
Secondary Curriculum Coordinator

A.

Non-Western Studies
in curriculum

B.

(on separate sheets) Course - Level - Time

C.

Curriculum guides used

Yes - 90%
No 2%
Plans to - 8%

Yes - 75%
No - 25%

Years developed
65
66
67
68
69

-

1

-

1

2
9
5
70 - 16
71 - 25
72 - 11

D.

Following in curriculum guides
History
Geography
Government
Anthropology
Sociology
Philosophy

E.

- 83
- 68
- 65
-

50

- 59
1

Curriculum guides useful
Most of time - 63%
- 31%
Sometimes
Hardly ever - 6%
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157
F.

Needs

Curriculum guides

-

30.3 %

-

31.2 %

-

28.5 %

A-V materials

-

39.2 %

Textbooks

-

9.8 %

Supplementary readings

-

37.5 %

Outside resources
(outside speakers)
(field trips)

_
_

58.9 %
5.3 %
3.5 %

— subject matter
In-service — techniques

In-service

Other
(high interest materials
and equipment)
(qualified teachers)
(time to plan
(courses)
(simulation projects)
(newer materials)
(space/schedule problems
and $)
(administration cooperation
& participation)
(increased use of comparative
values)

-

-

35.5 %
4.4 %
1.7 %

4.4 %
.08%
1.7 %
2.6 %
.06%

_

.08%

The above tabulations are from 112 questionnaires returned out of

total of 275 questionnaires mailed.
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COURSE NAME

—Ggneral

c

our se, (area

SECONDARY CURRICULUM
COORDINATORS

breakdown not included)
WEEKS TAUGHT

—=
7

semesters

J

2

8

3

9

1

2

10

5

1

2

1

5

4

1

3

3

6

4

8

3

13

5

11

12

1

COURSE NAME

1

Non-Western

SECONDARY CURRICULUM
COORDINATORS

WEEKS TAUGHT
1-3

4-7

8-10

11-13

1

semester

2

semesters
1

7

8

1

1

9

CM

1

10

4

3

11

2

2

12

2

3
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COURSE NAME African Studies

SECONDARY CURRICULUM
COORDINATORS

WEEKS TAUGHT

8-10

1-3

4-7

7

4

1

1

8

1

9

14

3

1

1

1

10

22

6

6

2

11

1

11

6

6

3

1

13

1

12

13

5

4

1

15

2

COURSE NAME

11-13

semester

1

semesters

2

SECONDARY CURRICULUM
COORDINATORS

Asian Studies
WEEKS TAUGHT

1-3

4-7

7

4

8

1

9

14

3

10

18

11

12

8-10

11-13

1

semester

2

semesters

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

6

5

9

2

4

5

2

2

14

3

14

6

9

2

21

6
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COURSE NAME Latin America

SECONDARY CURRICULUM
COORDINATORS

WEEKS TAUGHT
1-3

4.7

7

4

8

1

9

14

3

10

20

6

11

4

12

14

8-10

11-13

1

semester

1

1

2

5

2

9

2

4

1

11

1

4

3

1

12

1

SECONDARY CURRICULUM
COORDINATORS
WEEKS TAUGHT

8

9

10

11

12

semesters

1

COURSE NAME Middle East

7

2

APPENDIX

R

Questionnaire Tabulation
Social Studies Department Chairmen
A.

(on separate sheets)

B.

% in courses

Course - Level - Time

0-30%

History
Geography
Government
Anthropology
Sociology

30-50%

80

27

90
109

18
12
13
28

97

83

50-70%
17
14

Team Teaching

Yes - 37%
No - 63%

D.

Non-teaching aides

Yes - 35%
No - 65%

E.

Curriculum guides useful

F.

-

90-100%
1

2

4

2

2

1

2

1

2

2

7

1

2

8%

- 52%
- 40%

Usefulness of following techniques
very
useful
20
52
31
44
46
50
38
49
58

Lecture
Class discussion
Simulation games/role play
Group, class projects
pi Qrnsfilnn groups
Individual work.
Fiold trios, experiences
Out-Q-idp resources
Other

161

%

)

(

9

3

C.

Very useful
Useful
Not very useful

70-90%

useful %
63

45
44
50
44
42
38

not very
useful %
17
3

30
6

10
8

27

24
14

39

3
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G.

Usefulness of following goals
very
useful

Chronological history
Cultural achievements
General history
Understand values
Discuss students’ values
Relate Non-Western to West
H.

(on separate sheets)

I.

Needs

not very

useful

%

17%
67
28

47%
30
30

90

7

77
84

Usefulness of Materials

Curriculum guides
In-service subject matter
In-service techniques
A-V materials
Textbooks
Supplementary readings
Outside resources
(outside speakers)

—
—

(field trips)
Other
(materials from area geared
for students)
(simulat ions)
(novels)
(restaurants)
(individualized materials)
(time & space)

(interdisciplinary)
(qualified teachers)
(foreign school children)

%

useful

%

36%
3
3
3

~w~

~T~

14

2

—%

used

49

43
43
67

29
55
89
15
9

13
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

returned out of
The above tabulations are from 154 questionnaires
a total 575 questionnaires mailed.
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COURSE NAME

General course area
breakdown not included)

SOCIAL STUDIES
CHAIRMAN

(

WEEKS TAUGHT
4-7

8-10

11-13

1

semester

2

semesters

7

1

3

7

12

8

1

1

3

1

9

2

4

6

1

4

8

10

3

8

1

15

14

11

1

4

1

10

6

1

5

14

6

12

1

COURSE NAME

7

8

9

10

11

12

Non-Western Studies

SOCIAL STUDIES
CHAIRMAN

164

COURSE NAME

Africa

SOCIAL STUDIES
CHAIRMAN

WEEKS TAUGHT
1-3

4-7

8-10

7

4

11

4

1

8

2

5

2

2

9

8

8

1

1

10

13

3

8

8

11

5

2

6

11

1

12

9

3

2

12

3

11-13

semester

1

semesters

1

SOCIAL STUDIES
CHAIRMAN

Asia

COURSE NAME

2

WEEKS TAUGHT
1-3

4.7

8-10

11-13

1

semester

7

3

20

4

1

2

8

2

3

2

2

2

9

8

13

2

1

2

10

14

6

10

11

4

1

5

12

8

1

7

2

2

semesters
1

12

2

20

2

24

7

165

COURSE NAME

Latin America

SOCIAL STUDIES
CHAIRMAN

WEEKS TAUGHT
8-10

1-3

4-7

7

2

8

3

8

1

4

1

9

9

6

10

12

3

5

7

11

4

1

4

10

12

7

1

1

11

11-13

semester

1

2

2

•

SOCIAL STUDIES
CHAIRMAN

Middle East

COURSE NAME

seme 3 ters

2

WEEKS TAUGHT

7

1-3

4-7

2

2

8-10

11-13

1

8

1

1

9

2

1

10

1

1

semester

1

5

11

2

4

12

2

3

2

semesters

APPENDIX C

Questionnaire Tabulation
Department Chairmen or Teachers

A.

English
1.

— Non-Western

materials included

Course names and grades taught

English
Far Eastern Lit &
Philosophy
Creative Writing
Mythology
Humanities
2.

7

8

9

11

13

10

1

Novels
Cry the Beloved Country
Siddhartha
The Good Earth

17

b.

Short Stories

10

c.

Plays

d.

Poetry

e.

Art /Music

6
5

3

2

35
23
5

14

Other

African Myth

&

— Non-Western

Legends

materials included

Art

Grade

7

8
9

10
11
12

12
17

1

haiku
Tanka

1.

11
14

Significant Materials Related to Course
a.

B.

10
11

14
14

11
15
20
20

1

2

2

4
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B.
2.

Music
Grade

7

-

8

9

—
-

9

10
11
12

E.

7

8

8

11
11

Foreign Languages

none

Other

none

Needs
Curriculum guides
In-service subject matter
In-service techniques
A-V materials
Textbooks
Supplementary readings
Outside resources
Other

—
—

-

~
~

26
24
16
27

21
26
25
0

The above tabulations are from 112 questionnaires returned out of
total 575 questionnaires mailed.
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APPENDIX D
Questionnaire
To be answered by the person in charge of Secondary Curriculum

Name of School District
A.

Do you currently have any part of your curriculum devoted to the study of a non-Western area, e.g. Africa,
Asia, Latin America? If not, are there plans to do so?

B.

Please list courses, grade level and the amount of time
spent in each course related to the study of nonWestern areas.
Grade Level

Course

C.

Time Spent (weeks)

Are there curriculum guides or courses of study for
When were they.
NO
these courses? YES
If possible, we would appreciate
written? Year
it if you would send a copy to us.
(

)

(

) .

.

D.

Which of the following are these curriculum guides
arranged to emphasize* Please check {J) or use percentiles (%)
•

4.

History
Geography
Government
Anthropology

5

Sociology

1.

2.
3

.

.

168

169

E.

As best as you can determine, to what
extent
curriculum guides used by teachers teaching are these
vve^iern
* non-Western
Studies? Use check (V).
!•
2

*

3«

F.

most of the time
some of the time
hardly ever

What do you feel is needed to strengthen your program
in non-Western Studies? Please check (J)
1.

Curriculum guides

2.

In-service instruction
In-service instruction

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

— subject matter
— teaching methods

Audio-visual materials
Textbooks
Supplementary reading
Outside resources (e.£., outside speakers
field trips, etc.)

Other (please specify)

If you have comments on any of the above questions, please
feel free to use this space.

APPENDIX E
Questionnaire

To be answered by the Social Studies Department Chairman
A.

What course or portions of courses are taught relating
to the non-Wester n world, e.g., Africa, Asia, Latin
America? Please list*
Name of Course

B.

Grade Level

Time Spent (weeks

Approximately what percentage (%) of the course (s) dealing with non-Western world is spent on the following*
1.

History

2

Geography

.

Government

3.
1

4.

Anthropology, i.e., origins of the people,
who they are, etc.

5.

Sociology, i.e., social values, values
people live by, attitudes of people.

C.

Are you involved in any team teaching or coordinating
teaching? If yes, please explain; has it been effective?

D.

Do you use non-teaching aides, paraprof essionals
Please explain, if yes*

170

,

etc.
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KEY for Questions
E, F, G, H
1 - very useful
2 - useful
3 - not very useful

E.

How useful are the curriculum guides on the

non-Westem world?
F.

How useful are the following techniques for
teaching about the non-Western world

a.

Lecture

b.

Class Discussion

c.

Simulation games/role playing
Group or class projects
Discussion Groups
Individual project work or study
Field trips and other direct experiences
(please specify)
Outside resources, speakers, etc. (example)
Other (please specify)

d.
e.

f.

g.
h.
i.

G.

How useful are the following for the students
who are learning about the non-Western world

a.

To
To
To
To

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

H.

know the chronological history of the area
know the cultural achievements of the people
know the general history of the area
understand the values and attitudes of the
people
To discuss the students* values and attitudes
To relate values and attitudes of non-Western
people to those of Western or American people.

—

Materials How useful are the following materials
and what percent of time are they used?
Percent of time used

a.

Textbook

— name(s)
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Percent of time used
b.
c.
d.
e.

I.

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

Supplementary written materials
Films
Records and filmstrips
Other (please specify)

What are your needs in terms of teaching about
the non-Western world? Please check (\/).

Curriculum guides
In-service instruction subject matter
In-service instruction teaching technique
Audio-visual materials
Textbooks
Supplementary readings
Outside resources (e.g., outside speakers, field
trips, etc.)

—
—

If you have comments on any of the above questions, please
feel free to use this space.

APPENDIX F
Questionnaire
To be answered by appropriate department chairmen or teachers
A.

English

Course name

Grade level

Indicate non-Westem materials related to course:

B.

1.

Novels

2.

Short stories

3.

Plays

4.

Poetry

5

Other (please specify)

.

Art/Music

Course names

Grade levels

Indicate non-Western materials related to course:
1

.

2

.

3

.

4.

C.

Foreign Language

Course name

Grade level

Indicate non-Western languages taught and materials used:
1

.

2

.

3.

4.
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174

D.

Other

Course name

Grade level

Indicate related non-Western materials being used*
1

.

2

.

3

.

4.

E.

What are your needs in terms of teaching about the nonWestern world? Please check (/).

e.

Curriculum guides
In-service instruction
In-service instruction
Audio-visual materials
Textbooks

f.

Supplementary readings

g.

Outside resources (e.g., outside speakers, field
trips, etc.)

h.

Other (please specify)

a.

b.
c.
d.

— subject matter
— teaching technique

If you have comments on any of the above questions, please
feel free to use this space.

APPENDIX G

Social Studies Department Chairmen, Curriculum
Coordinators, and Others Interviewed Between
October, 1971 and May, 1973

Dr. Norman Abramowitz

Associate Director
Center for International Programs and Comparative Studies
The University of the State of New York
New York State Education Department
Albany, New York
Mr. Richard N. Bergeron

Social Studies Chairman
Silver Lake Regional High School
Kingston, Massachusetts
Mr. George Blackmon

Curriculum Coordinator
Las Virgenes Unified School District
Calabasas, California
Mr. Howard Boucher
Social Studies Chairman
Greenfield High School
Greenfield, Massachusetts

Mr. Leon Brunelle

Social Studies Chairman
Agawam High School
Agawam, Massachusetts 01001
Mr. Lawrence Bushner

Social Studies Department Chairman
Agoura High School
Las Virgenes Unified School District
Calabasas, California
Ms. Ruth I. Butterfield
Director of Social Studies

Hingham Public Schools
Hingham, Massachusetts 02043
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Mr. Howard Clark
Curriculum Coordinator
East Longmeadow Public School
East Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01028
Mr. Leon Clark

Center for International Education
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Mr. James A. Fotopolus

—

Coordinator Social Studies
Greenfield Junior High School
Greenfield, Massachusetts
Mr. Ronald J. Haley
Social Studies Dept. Chairman
Lyle Junior High School
Bourne, Massachusetts 02540
Mr. Henry Hicks
Social Studies Dept. Chairman
Needham High School
Needham, Massachusetts

Mr. Walter Johnson
Center for International Education
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Mr. John Moran

Social Studies Dept. Chairman
Comprehensive High School
Chicopee, Massachusetts
Mr. Gerald Perkins
Social Studies Chairman
Turners Falls High School
Turners Falls, Massachusetts
Ms. Evelyn Rich

Director, African-American Institute
New York, New York
Mr. James K. Tillotson
Social Studies Supervisor
Springfield Public Schools
Springfield, Massachusetts

